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that
fair
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Is it well said, O soul? The way is long,
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science also teach us in regard to the re- early in the present century. Radama’l. long kept in ignorance by. their TS ae really appalling. These picnics are oft"Weary are heart and brain and aching feet,
fair and festival and sale where it Js
lations of men to éach other, but they are was then king, and favored the new re- sors, and we find at Athens a university, en made excuses for the most outrageous
ut ‘mid thy weariness thou still art strong,
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And fest unearned is shameful; so entreat
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by
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tablish schools and: prepare the people
especial manner, only of those who have
_ Our denominational history
The proportions of the human’ figure
to whom I can for their great future.
the participants. The dances are excesén reviewed the present year, as we trust for some reason or other been greatly dis- rest and General Feveg
are
six times the length of the feet.
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“round,”
and
the
liberty
of
lang
with carefulness. The fathers of the first tinguished. It does not follow the for- safely leave them.”
In Ruy
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and
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permitted
would
Have
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to
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to_
There is danger,
“half of the century have nearly all passed tunes of common‘men.
ic theft any government of/Europe exthe rule holds good; any deviation from
disgusted
Plato,
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by
the
way,
had
say
that
if
the
progress
of
Christianity
had
Buzthe
Colby,
away. Randi], Tingley,
then, that the reading of history (and bicept ngland ; King George having realrather liberal views in regard to public| 1it is a departure from the highest beauty
zells, Hobbs, White, Lamb; and their as- ography) may make our ideals too lofty, been as, rapid in other parts of the world
ly less power than one of our Presifients
games. No man of sense objects to rea- in proportidh. The’ Greeks made all.
as
in
Madaggscar,
but
four
or
five
years
sociates have long since gone to their re- or too much out of our sphere, and may
or the English’ Queen, while. the people sonable. amusements; and. a day spent, their statues according to this rule. The
"would
have
been
required
for
the
converGod,
of
men
were
wards on high. “They
make us dissatisfied with the parts which
really rule themselves by. their tougres
| far from the maddening crowd, among facd, from the highest point of the ‘fore
imbued with his Spirit, consecrated and We have to act in the world. But here sion of the wholesheathen world to Chris- -arid-eabinet:
Ea
head, where the hair begins, to the chin
green trees and free summer breezes,
=
faithful. They traveled extensively, pio- the modern novel comes in and fills an tianity.
Athens, in its strats, houses, cosis
one-tenth of the whole statue. The
ought
to
be
a
red-letter
day
in
the
annals
earKing Radama not only favored the tumes and press, is quite a little Paris,
eer evangelists and missionaries,
important place. - :
hand, from the wrist to the middle finger,
of
the
city
workers,
and
he
who
would
revivals
many
self-sacrificing,
and
nest
The old romances used to treat of un- coming of missionaries, but wrote to the ahd very much superior in safety and sois the same. From the top of the chest
accompanied their labors, and multitudes
real things, which happened *‘mostly in London Missionary Society and requested - cial order to any city of the Turkish Em- deprive them of it would indeed be heart- to the highest point of the forehead is a
less;
but
most
of
these
days
deserve
a
haryest.
were gathered into the spiritual
Bagdad,” and they tended to make their them to send as many missionaries as pire save Alexandria, where" the gpek
black mark.
What good can come to the seventh. If the face, from the roots of the
They well adapted themselves to- he readers dreamy and dissatisfied-with our they chose, and also to send those who influence predominates.
|'mobs of irresponsible young men and hair to the chin, be divided into three state of the country and the times, and work-a-day world. Many inferior novels could teach the people various trades.
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Y
in
‘women who crowd the barges, who set equal parts, the first division determines
and
earth
on
record
have a bright
or romances are having a similar effect Thus Livingstone’s idea, that “ for the sucforth excited by their prospect of free- the places where the eyebrows meet, and
WHEN
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ARE
ouT
OF
SORTS.
1
heaven.
now. Stories of the sea have thie same cesstul prosecution of missionary work
Once upon ;a time, a five-year-old dom, and who return in the small hours the second the place of the nostrils. The
The beginning of our last half century. effect to-day that they had in the days of the arts of civilization nust go hand-inhight. from the feet to the top of the head,
dei
new
a
change,
witnessed a marked
Capt. Kidd, and when Mr. Garfield was a hand with preaching was practically an+ youngster was ‘peevisir and peppery be- of the morning ? This kind of thing may is thedistance from the extremity of the i
organbe
innocent,
but
it
does
not
look
so.
little
but
yond
material
explanation
or
endurance.
had
we
Then
parture.,
ticipated.
In the year 1818 two Welshboy.
Indian stories, stories of mining,
fingers when the arms are extended.
<O)
ization, few pastors receiving a stated «| and many of the sensational society nov- men,-David Jones and Samuel Bevan,. Finally the weary and perplexed mother
0-000
pulled
him
into
her
lap
and
despairingly
churches
no
salary or competent support;
Soon all but
els that are so much read, have similar were sent to this igland.
WHAT HAS HAPPENED SINOE 1840,
in cities or large villages, no denomina- tendencies, and muke us less satisfied, in- Mr. Jones died of fever, and he was demanded, '*¢ What . does ail Jou—What
¥Much good will éome from the thorIt is not too much to say that no great
tional paper, no seminary of learning. stead, of more so, with the lowly things of obliged to go to Mauritius ‘to recruit his makes you act 80 fh
ough and spirited discussion of the vari- invention which had not its beginning in .
Our best men felt that something more life,—things which age really among the: health.
£6.¢ Cause—'causé,”—the question was a ous phases of the Sabbath question-at SaHe returned in 1820 and was
But’ lem the other day. -One point, however, the decade of 1840—1850 has appeared in
must be done to meet the demands upon divinest in the universe.
soon joined by David Griffiths, another poser for five-year-old: philosophy.
the past thirty years. In that period 0C=of
change
No
mission.
our
But
the
best
modern
novels
do
make
us
just
then
pussy
walked
into
the
room,
tail seems to need urging upon some minds
fulfill
and
xs
Welshman, and these two men were the
curred the most signal development of the
doctrine was required. The gospel in its interested in humble people and in lowly pioneers of Christian missions in Mad- erect, with that air of leisurely serenity even yet, namely, . that the church does applications of chemistry. to manufactures
perthe
things. If they are true to nature, as agasear:
purity and simplicity, @infolding
They were soon reinforced by and self-satisfaction that is sometimes so not necessarily “retreat fromthe ground” and agriculture; an enormous expansion sonality of God the Father, the Son, and many of them are, they are among the other missionaries, printers and mechan- aggravating -to the opposite state ‘of for the time being, as we think some one of commerce by means bf railroads and
the Holy Spirjt, the sinfulness of man, best of object lessons in mental and mor ics, and the work oPeivilisation went rap- mind. At once the answer came with asserted, when she gives up her after- ocean-steamships; the discovery of ether;
emphasis, noon“service.
the atonement, regeneration, -and the al and social science. ‘They open up to idly forward.
The language was re- explosive promptness and
She aims to accomplish and the perfeétion and diffusion of some
primitive ordinances had been insisted on us the heart struggles and soul struggles duced to writing, school books were pre- ‘Cause the cat's tail's up!”
the same .end by another method. In of the most precious contributions ever
It was just as good as a ‘better explana- spite of all which was suid, generally made to the welfare of mankind. In 1835
from the first, and must be maintained. of which the world is full. They, help us pared, the Bible translated and printed, ;
But as the field enlarged there must be to realize that we, in our lowly labors, in and for a long time it was found difficult tion would have been. And it would fit with great wisdom and fairness, in de- only 984
giles of railroad had been com-— our humble places, are fighting battles as to
meet the demand for. printed. oples of just as well many a mobd of other folk. fense of an afternoon service, the fact re- pleted in the United States; in 1840 they
increase of means and facilities.
Blessed are they, and fewin numbers it | mains. that many
First came the organization of the Gen- grand’ as those which have convulsed the the Word of God.’ _..
earnest and active had been nearly trebled (2818); in. 1845
Though King Radama was a firm is to be feared, who do not get" out of Christians, who have tried both arrange- they had been nearly quadrupled (3768).
.» eral Conference, in 1827; then the rise of political world, —that we may be as great,
the Morning Star, first published by a in God's sight, as Cmsar or Charlemange friend of the missionaries, mainly on ac- sorts betimes, and find themselves unable ments, have proved for themselves the In 1835 Boston was connected with Wor- ‘They render count of the material benefits to his’king- to offer any better reason for it than that greater value and the delight of reserv- cester, and Baltimore with Washington;
company for a few years before it became or Luther or Bismarck.
the organ of the denomination. Iti is im- more real to us the fact that there is. some- dom resulting from the introduction of the cals tail is up. Whether they Rttrib- ing the Sabbath afternoon for family in- from Philadelphia the travéler could go :
4
thing divine in every idle word, dn a cup Christian civilization, he never became, ute it to lack of ozone or excess of east tercourse, meditation, reading, etc. Peo- no farther West by rail than the Sasque--.
possible to say how great and beneficia
hanna
at
Columbia.”
In
1839,
Eticsson:
|
paper
this
‘of
e
influenc
the
of
cold
water,—that
nothing
is
too
trivial
wind,
to
warm
bread
or
wet
feet,
to
brokbeen
even nominally, & Christian, nor were
has
ple can be, and are, blessed in their
through all these fifty years as a means of for the notice of God,—that the hairs of there any actual conversions during his en sleep or clatter of tongues, matters | homes on the Sabbath, as truly as at the brodght over the propeller to these hos» «|
_intercommunication, developing apd sus- our heads-are all numbered.
little—all the same they grow touchy, church, if thdir time be divided aright. pitable shores. In 1840 the Cunard line ‘of
reign.
ocean-steamers was established, but for a
came
Then
hand.
in
work
But,
after
all,
the
Bible
is
the.
best
the
taining
#~0Of the progress of peligion among ‘the their spirits go down, their judgment There are some advantages in keeping
time only ‘‘side-wheelers” were tolepthe founding of - Parsonsfield Semina¥y book. And if we fead no seculaf books / people we shall speak further at another loses its grip, the grasshopper is a bur- the afternoon of that day for the home long
ated.
The first regular ship, the Brittam-,
Foreign
den.
=
‘except hovels,. we. shall never amount, Jo
and others in succession; the
time.
.
oh
which no other ‘system bffers s6 fully. No nia, reached Boston after a trip of fours.
Societie
on
or
Educati
and
{ much.
The best novels are good
_ These times of which we are talking — one inflexible rule can be established in
Home Mission
i WHOLESOME READING.
teen days and eight hours. Morse’s telethe times when we’ are out of sorts—are | such matters; but the abandonment of the graph, aftér vain offers on both sides of
A prominent agent in this progressive mental recreation, they are often good as
The ¢ Michigan Notes,” and the condeep
of
work was Dayid Marks, a man
mental medicine, and they are good as
of the report of the Towa Y. M., the times when meanness takes the helm afternoon service may be as great a help: the Atlgntic, was at last subsidized by our
powerful reasoner studies in human character and life. But clusion
when men choose the | -to many a church as it may be a great own government, and in 1844 communica
and fervent piety, a
in the last Star. If any one has doubts in our conduct;
and organizer. He had the co-operation if too much indulgedin they are worse | about the desirableness ®of expending cowardly course; when true friends fall blunder for other churches. There will #l- tion was opened between” Baltimore and
of the thers and others still surviving, than useless. Abraham Lincoln never ‘more money in our Western work, let out, to their lasting loss; when mistakes most necessarily be: great differences of Washington. ‘“What hath God wrought!”
whose praise is in all the churches. The read a novel through.
him “become informed’ as to what (the are made that can never be altogether expediency as to this question in different signaled Morse at the capftal to Alfred
‘oO
- 4-0
-" work went steadily on, not without trials,
brethren in Iowa and Minnesota are do- rectified. Therefore take heed to your- localities, a sparse farming district thriv- Vail at Baltimore. The news dispatches.
fluctuations and reverses. Our people as
have, and all self when the cat's tail is up. It is the ing under treatment that might be unwise to the press ‘by electro-telegraph”-or ‘‘by
ing with the means they
MISSION WORK.
¢
a whole early entered the anti-slavery
It danger signal of the. spiritual weather ‘in dense manufacturing or commercial magnetic telegraph” were meager, while =
vanish.
quickly
such doubts will
CONDUCTED BY REV: G.C. WATERMAN.
public patronage was -so timid that the ~
|
~
Company.
le=lont
ga1Vice
_ conflict, and have the credit of doing | Ed
thing
good
a
and
thing
grand
a
‘populations.—Congregaiionalist.
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i
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wits ofthe day:made fun of a delighted fa‘their full part towards the consumma- |
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through all.
|. The Missiondry Review is giving its states. “And soit could if we were, all
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a
tune
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written,
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occasion
articles
g
little
interéstin
have
very
some
we
readers
The Supreme Cotirt of the United States’ official at'the Capital—¢as if the mail were To.day
doing our duty to the little'cards that the ‘is mismatched with an unfortunate hymn.
the progress of Christianity in this island, Financial Secretaryends put.
has done a service to the ‘cause of good | too slow” at twenty files an hour. Ia
boasting, but much for thankfalness. We
1840 ,Goadyear was in the debtor’
Thus in one setting of” the words, of
have a denomipational paper as good as and we propose to reproduce a few of the|
morals in its decision Goncernibg lotter- April,
>
O-*
prison (a lodging almost as familiar to him
Coronation, the line ‘‘ And crown Him
columns.
own
colleges,
our
s
in
first-clas
interest
of
two
;
‘points
land
‘any in the
ies. It"is not very pleasant to reflect us his own home) in Boston ; hehad the year
Lord of all,” is- rendered with great efTHE GREEKS.
Hillsdale and Rates, each with am efficient + “The island itself is-worthy of some- atthat the Church has to be taught by the before found the clue to.the vulcanizing of
We clip this picture of the modern fect, ¢¢ and crown him, crown him, crown State about such things, or rather, to
theological department; about twenty tention, for it is about one thousand miles
rubber, but the process was not reduced
him, érown him, crown him Lord of all,”
well furnished and flourishing . collegiate long, and has an average breadth of ‘two Greeks from an article in‘ the Christian
‘come nearer the truth; that it refuses to to a certainty till 1844. - At about thesame
but
when
it
is
set
t)
hymn
32
of
Watts's
dates
who
institutions and seminaries ; mission soci-- hundred and twenty-five miles. Its area Union, by Rev. W. F. Crafts,
learn even when the lesson is set before time (1845-47) the McCormick reaper was
Collection, it gives.us, “And see sal, see
:
:
it. The Court says: ~~
-eties, home and foreign, greatly blessed is nearly, or quite, two hundred and for- his communication at Athens
confirming the independence . of the New
In physical appearance the Gredksof old sal, see sal, see sal, see sal, see salvation
¢ in their labors; strong churches increas- ty thousand square miles; or about twice
“ That lottexjes are demoralizing in World of the Old as a granary. (As. lgte
i
ng
:
by the
their effects, no matter how carefully ‘reg-' as 1836-38 wheat had been imported into
ing in the gountry, villages and cities ; that of Great Britian, and nearly four are said to be fairly represented
In like manner, “ Stir up this stupid ulated, can not, in the opinion of this
art; ~
statues of eayly Greek
States.
ful
magnificent
England
New
success
the
all
of
and
that
gent
times
‘the United States from Portugal and the:
intelli
pious,
a
and
_
x
to- heart to pray ” becomes
Court, be doubted.
There ii§ now 'scaree- Baltic). The sewing-machine devised by
ministry. Our dependence is not on our- It is situated three hundred miles from and such fine figures are not wanting
ly a State in the Union where they are Elias Howe in 1843 was patented in’ 1846,
«Stir up (his stew,
among the men, whose fages
selves or on means, but on Him who fur- the coast of Africa, between the parallels day especially
tolerated, and Congress has .enacted a
;
Stir up this stew, '
|
lithe
their
and
~Stirup-this stupid heart to pray; ” |
‘nisheth and who giveth the. increase. of 12 and 26 deg. south latitude, Its pop- have a marble whiteness
special statute, the object of which: is to bug the importance of this invention wag rinciple is love to ulation is about ‘two and oné-half mil- forms an easy grace that ‘distinguish them while if it happens to be set up to 126, it close the mails against them, This being not fully realized for more than a dozeh
The great. animatin
the cage, there .can be #o question that, years afterward. The daguerreotype dates
du onthe Bible, lions, and has:-béen rapidly diminishing from all other peoples of the Orient.
God, love
=
lotteries are-proper subjects of the .exer- from 1839, and-in 1840 the enterprising
Mre.
for them- gives ps, pa
ambitious
are
they
Mentally,
nation
denomi
large
a
for
some
years
past.
be
never.
may
We
“And more eggs, more eggs,
cise
of
the
State's
governmental
or
police
Plumb
began
taking
likenesses
in
Boston—
strikdegree
ton
people
their
and
a:
The island began to be well’ known: to selves
JRPE matter. May we be useful and
More eggs, more eggs, '
power. The contracts which: the federal with small success for some months. Five
Turks about. To
© More‘exalts our joys.”
Constitution protects are those which reblessing. ‘We have lived to see many, old Europeans abou one hundied and, seven- ingly in contrast to thé
later his ‘*‘galleries” were to be
by
.body
in
And Lenox, set to a very common
them, who are .narcotized
late to property rights, nottb gvernment years
errors exploded, and vital truth spread-| ¢ty-five years ago, at which- time
found not only in that city, but in New
in
and
coffee,”
rights.
Lotteries
belong
to
the
latter
and
tobacco
hymn, gives us,
Zof their strong
"ing and prevailing. May God enable us natives were found ih possessi
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing
eo
elass. They are a
cies of gambling York,
Finally,
ton, and even Dubuque, Iowa.
mind by the Moslem ‘‘kismet,” or fataloC And LOW-WOW,WOW- WOW,
to discharge well and faithfully the trust large herds of fat cattle, which oR
and wrong in their hry
They diss July 94, 1847, the patent was issued for
‘not
is
,
Bow-wow-Wwow-wow,
family
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Greek
The
ap-.
ism.
from
his’
wil
and
and
hands,
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our
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principal
committed
tuted their
turb the cheeks ‘and balances of a well- Hoes lightning-press, with its “impression
Bow-wow-wow hefold
tid throiie.” A
ld for genordered
community.
Society built on
proval J. J. By
| which they derived a large portion of content to have all the househo
cylinder” (the type révolving on a circular
Thee
love
““'And
from
inging,
‘on the Jn fague.s
such a foundation would almost of neces-. bed) and a printing édpacity’ of ten to
_their sustenance. Sheep, pigs, goats and eration after generation remajn
thonsand impressions fe hour.—
found upon the island. ‘farm, but plans‘to send at. least one of better than before" the: tenor breaks sity bring forth a population df specula- twenty
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‘gives play to his imagination
The murder

Sabbath-Stliool Lesson.-+J uly 18.
;

“re
QUESTIONS

AND

( For

..,

NOTES

BY

Questions, see

PROF..J.

and. fear.

is thought to have taken

|.

years after the ereation.

:
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Lesson Papers.)

|

Practica

LESSONS.

.- I. Worship

should

heart. ~

:

j

‘with careful

;

come

from

the

oi

The way of Cain.

Faith of Abel.

Jude 1-11.

Heb. 11: 4—17.

uncertain in thier meaning ; but thatthere is

GOLDEN: TEXT:

*° Whosoever

_Drother is a murderer.)’—1 John 3: 15.

i

den=4 “gp

aman

of

SUNDAY-SCHOOLS IN LUMBER RE=
= + G1ONS.
AThissionary of the American Sunday-

hateth his

school

Union

in

Northern

*¢ An offering unto the Lord.”
re

ing interest there is not always

the

his

reminder

is not needed:

tive

as the sayings

of the old

and

who

leave

too

often

farming districts.

with hard wood trees, and when the lumber business fails, the farming succeeds.

The Levitical law re-

quired the fat.of the animal

burned on the altaf.

slain to be

Lev. 4.

In making

his éftering Abel seems to have followed

‘the same coursé as that afterwards pre-

scribed for the Israelites.

>

“ 4nd the Lord had respect unto Abel.”
God -accepted this worship.

In Heb. 11:

4 the reason is given: «By faith Abel
offered unto God a more

excellent

sacri-

fice than Chin.” ‘The heart of Abel was

sincere,

trustful and believing.

God

"now accepts only those who worship

him

thus.
Sh
“ But unto Cain . . he had not, respeet.”)

Cain did not come to God in a pire spir-

it.’ We

have

no right to claim, as Mar-

... phy does, that the difference in the

offer-

ings made the difference in the reception
of them.

No

worship

which

ddes

not

have our hegrt in it can please God.

very important to seize

on these

men while stationary.

young

;

In another lumber district, where there
is a good prospect for future growth, a
home missionary located near them had
made two attempts to’ start a Sundayschool, but failed: . Some told meit was
of no use for me to repeat the effort. I
said: ¢‘ I represent no denomination, but
only the American Sunday-school Uniqn.”

“Well,” said they, ‘* Perhaps there might

of = Christians, which

And this is, or shonld be, the united

ber is very desirous that the church
of which he is a member
may be
prosperous. For this, he prays. For

this, he labors.

for
themselves the lessons of
the trees,
the sky, the sea, the hills of rivers,
the
sun and storm and’ ' déw. Rich
have
Deen the lessons, wonderful the

‘poems, and profound

the ‘truths,

have know her best.

Paid

Missions, Foreign and
weigh heavily on’ every

|
:

be ‘accomcc

It isto

REV.

A. H, MOR!

>

:

A tomprehensive view of the Yeld fo be

|

plished; for” the Lord hath spoken it.
‘‘The kingdoms of this world are become

the kingdoms of our Lord

Christ and

and

he shall reign

ever.” Tr

ig

of his

forever

%

:

He studies to learn the mind of
God, that he may act in unison with him,

and

;

—
That this glorigus consummation may spective?
be realized, Home-Missions must be pats _ Happy 1s he who, undaunted in donse.
quence of
and thus secure this inestimable bless-- ronized as well as Foreign, and
all parts world, and thethemagnitude of evil in the.
necessary struggle to
ing.
y
of our beloved Zio, Wi t awake to its ducheck, or overcome it, falters ‘not in the :
Some persons, and it would seem,some
ty. Oar land mugt'b A
ith the actask assigned him in the great conflict. =
denominations of Christians. from their
tive heralds of ffee salvation,
.In order

conduct, act as though they

believed

bers.

on

for this the treasures of the

the

be unlocked and put

num-

Wé think it does ‘not depend ab-

solutely on numbers.

Other things

the Home

into

Missionaries.

be- | leges and other institutions

ing equal, to be sure the more

to na other, hardly $hapy teem to. our- churches have the fewest revivals.” That
selves.
-| they have in proportion to'the size of the
And of the ways in which the life, hid- church the smallest numbers in conden for a little, they say, that it -may stant attendance on the stated social
maintain itself more really, and now meetings. Sometimes a church of five
just become apparent again, has shown hundred members has not more -attenditself for the goed of the dwellers on this ants on its social meetings than a church
earth, there is one, very important to of one hundred members. Solomon says,
the physical life of man, indirectly, yet under inspiration, “A living dog is betoften unheeded in the flights of the poet ter than a dead lion.” That is, a "small

One’s own infirmities of body, or trials
of mind, seem. very naturally to bring

church .must

the

hands.

And our
of

of

him into sympathy with others in sjmilar

col-

circumstances ; especially is” it so with
those who are far advanced on the jours
ney of life. And since those in the morn:

learning

ing and freshness

in’ the strength

of their

and

days, or those

prime of manhood,

{ we have but little doubt that in our
churches and congregations there is con-

bave not been called to’ the experiences
of the aged, it may not surprise us if’ they

| into unwonted activity.

died in South Lagrange, June

17,

moved to Exeter, Me.,

he

lived

the\last

years

stantly wasted money enough to. supply fail to realize the burdens, inconvenienc- 3
all their wants, and place them on a sol- es and sorrows of those who bend under
{id and permanent basis. Whata terri- the weight of years and to whom, the
| ble waste of fuads, and what a fearful *‘ grasshopper is a burden,” and who are
“ afraid of that which 1s high
| account we shall have to give!
Such want of consideration, has, doubt| Among some other things beneficial
to
la church I select strong, living faith. less, too_often unnecessarily added to the
J This brings nourishment and strength to sorrows of the aged and infirm.
5
——
CM
oe
church active is better than a large one | all parts of ‘a church. It develo
ps
the
one might wonder, inactive, or'dead. . i ifost
2 Lag
REV.
{ brain, inflames the heart, purges
JAMES
M. TASH,
the
the grass? We have
Rev. James M. Tash, of Lincoln, Me.,
“Neither does the prosperity of a church | members, and rouses the entire church
the trees:” the mono-

For what lesson,
be a, Union Sunday-schoel, if you can fird
could
be found in
a superintendent.” I could find none but
found
¢
tongues-in
‘a timid. young lady; but a meeting was,
absolutely depend on wealth. Here, as
held, and a school was organized. God tone of the river and the changeful mur- in the case of numbers, other things be| is helping her wonderfully, and the mur of the sea have had their voice; ing equal, the more wealth, the more
school has doubled in numbers and inter- and we have found varied words in the prosperity a church should possess. But
a
est. During the season I have organized ‘varied aspects of the sky.
the truth is, the ‘more some Christians
Shall the grass alone be dumb and have, the more they
thirty-one schools and aided seventeen.
want, “and the less
dull and have no word nor any meaning liberal they become.:

for. us?

: BY

“Home,
heart,

Christiang’ and piety, the strength and vigor of
a deYet it is ever true that the most profita-" there are in a church the more prosper- nomina
tion, must’be richly endowed.
ble lessons gre those which we read for
ous we should siippose it would be. But | How crippled is almost every
one of ours
ourselves, though we could tell them’ experience shows that often our large | for the want
of necessary funds!
when

or lover of Nature,

;

importance;to all

church-going people.

oppressiv

which | prosperity of a church depends

have been borne to us from the heights
and sounds of Nature, through those who

draws from it.

subject of paramount

than his own. “For he not only prays and
labors, but he watches and preaches. Tt

often weighs him down as an

eau, have-taken neither the wordy nor
the’ thoughts of othérs, but have ‘sought

It is a firm and solid basis of prosperity

to any and every church of God, yo
__ As another ground element of obitrch
prosperity, it might be mentioned that a

The conversion of this world to God is a

occupies his thoughts day and night. \( It

lookin
5

can not see the: clouds break unless we
look above us...
3p:

perity.
should

And any indications for

for.

accept-

reproves the heart-wanderer, thé" indiffer-

hearty love for, and an-inter®t in, «ll the
benevolent institutions of the day adds
great strength to its usefulngss and pros- |

good fill his heart with great delight. And
others have his pastor's interest is still far greater

at second-hand,”

Ei
.
3
river, whose pure depths, filli
ng the son]
It is essential to the prosperity of a ‘unf
ailingly finds the ocean of peace,
;
church, that its members seek to live
consecrated lives to God. Holiness sheds | | When it rains ‘we do not look to. the earth for ‘the signs of fair" weat
her.
a hallowed influence in the community,
We"

its prospérity? The sweet ent in religious doncerns.
Holiness
A man's own nature is revealed
singer of Israel in the 118th Psalm prays : | cheers the godly, encourages the humble,
in hig ;
estim
“Save now, I beseech thee, O Lord:
ation of the world ; as it presents to
strengthens the devout, and assists all.
O
Lord, I beseech thee, send now prosperi- the pious in all the varied duties of life. him the characteristics which he himself

But they have done best who, like Thor- load.

mention in history of any act of worship,
‘and of this peculiar kind of worship, is: Some of the school$ organized by me the
recorded here. This kind of effering, in past season are in. a population of the
Leviticus, is often called a meat-offering. nfore transient class. Ministers do not
See Lev.-11:1. This form of worship seek such localities as places where to
he adopted for reasons unknown to us. build up churches, and many of them:
Some have thought thal
a command-of would be left without religious privileges
God, others that by natural instinet, men but for the mission Sunday-schools. In
first began to bring offerings, and make one of these, in a Bible class of thirty
young men, the interest. is increasing,
sacrifices to God.
:
“And Abel, he also brought.” Abel and they are raising. money for their li-was a shepherd.
.
' ‘brary, to secure .good repding for the

the fat thereof.”

oracles;

for this, the

found inand told of her, never
for themselves.
:

But generally the soil

is goed, and the pineries are interspersed

The first

the

ing without queshiofi, what others have

permanency of Sunday-schools as .in the

“OF the firstlings of his' flocks, andvof winter, and I am helping them. It seems

+

{ * taken Nature

same

ele-

And

“| Where the Tumber interest is the lead- {their——passage.— While
Notes and” Hints. _
;
«5% That Cain brought ofthe fruéls:” Cain
“was the first-born sonsaf Adam and Eve.
He was, by occupation,’a farmer.

constitute

the

ty.”

blank walls formed a narrow corridor

writes :

church, in a band

are

principles, in a

prayer of every member ‘of the church.
The prosperity of a church is. its most

freshness of the world about them,
passing to and fro through it all as though

Michigan

What

ments, the fundamental

words.of those -whom we -eall wise have desirable object. Notbing can possibly
ever found hearers and readers who compare with it. It greatly affects’ for
would linger over sentences. asdobscure .good the whole community in which it fs
as those of ancient mystics,
or as _decep- located. Every active, valuable mem-

0-0-0
+o

Cain and Abel’ ‘Gen.'d: 3-15.

important inquiry.

with perhaps hers and there dark stag.
nant pools. But Christian
joy is like 5

tion.

BY REV.
A, R. BRADBURY.

always to be read the unchdnging tracery

which is on the beautiful pages of Nature.

erie

-V. God shows mercy to the worst
sinners who repent. _
ot

Wickedness of meh. Gen. 6: 1—18.
+ The spirit of murder. - 14fohrn 3: 1-15.
Penalty for murder. Ley. 24: 10-23.

reminds

men such as these he writes of, areat best

5

crinie.
|
le. IV. Guilt is hard to bear.

loyal insight,

“his readers that the fancies and beliefs of

{II God accepts a willing mind.
Ex. 20: 1—17.

and

the awakened in ‘every meeting, when
they come to God's house t6 seek salva-

This, if I apprehend aright, is a very

BY. OLIVE BE. DANA.

“III. A sinfal disposition may lgad 10

READINGS.

The ten contmardments.

'

..% The Lord set a mark. upon Cain.”
Ruskin, writing of the myths and legBetter, ‘ gave &, sign to Cain,” 4. ¢,, an J
ends
of the ancient Greeks, which he reads
‘assyrance.of safety.
>

CAIN AND ABEL.
DAILY

THE LESSON OF THE GRASS. ~

place just before the birth of Seth, or -130

;

WHAT GONSTITUTES THE PROSPER. ITY OF A OHURCH? =

Communications,

The age of Cain at this time is unknown.

a

Rather shall

the

numberless

| stand against faith.

No

No obstacle can
weapon

formed

againstit can prosper. The gates of hell
{ can not prevail against it. It makes -a
weak man omnipotent with God.
All

1880.

Bro, Tash was born in Wolfborough, N.
H., in 1811. When quite young his folks
for many years.

where

During

| God's treasures are at its disposal. It of his life he was with his son in
Lincoln?
And they will oft- | basks on earth in the sunshine of God's Early in life h¢ gave his heart to the Saen take unjustifiable means to amass a | face. It delights in impossibilities, It viour and chose the Freewill Baptists for
fortun
; such
e as letting their buildings delights in things similar to what we call his people. : To'the last he maintained a

Tur Foreign Sunday-school Associaspringing ’ blades- have their reminder,
‘ Cain was wroth.” When he ought to | tion, only sixteen years old, has been in- well worth the heeding.
eo
for the sale of intoxicating liquors, when | freaks of nature, such as a lamb with bright evidence and lived a faithful Chrishave been sorry, penitent, and been strumental in “introducing the
SundayAnd first these humble grasses shall
perhaps
for other purposes .they could | two heads on ome: shoulder. Some nen tian®life. For,upwards of thirty years hetanght a lesson. It is often the case that school idea into many dark @laces of Eu- tell of aspiration.
’
not
rent
them
at all. Thus some wealthy | with energizing fajth have twice as much was'a preacher of the gospel, preaching
rope,
and:
through its thirty competent
reproof for a wrong causes anger ‘instead
Indeed every greets thing teaches this
‘in Exeter and other towns. His glory
membérs control the church, and hinder “brain as a man with weak or no faith.
secretaries is in correspondence with lesson,
of shame.
a
:
as it pushes toward the light;
{
was in the cross of Christ and his delight
Lo
those less wealthy from giving. The
© 7 thou doest well,” &e. In the mar- Sweden, Narway, Russia, Denmark; Ger- and as forcibleas any, shall the
countless . poorer, members, opposed, do net give to
to
the Crucified One as
many,
3aHungar
y, France, Spain, Portugal, grass-spires_tell jt again,
> fen the reading is, ¢‘ shalt thou not have
“CALLED, AND OHOSEN, AND FAITH- pourpresent
as, far beneath
of the world. Though “or many
the excellency ™” thdt'is, all the privileg- Italy, Greece; China, Japan, South Afri- ‘the skies, lowliest of all growing things, those pt bjects which ‘tend’ pre-eminently |
FUL."
~—Fears he was upable to read on account
es of the first-born'son..
The latter part ca, South America’and Mexico.
Of the they still lift thémselves toward the gun. to the glory of God and the salvation of
BY M. A. JONES.
of pooy eyesight; yet his knowledge -of
souls.
Thus
such
wealthy,
rfiembers
preeight
newspapers it has assisted in estab- IAnot all aspiration like this?
“of the verse shows that Cain feared the
the Scriptures was quite remarkable, he
‘vent its prosperity.
=
An
uncultivated, eccentric
loss of his'rights as the eldest son. He lishing} and now supports in whole®F in
preacher
.*¢ As the heavens are higher than the
being
able to repeat whole ' chapters
said, “If you want to know why Iam
And then again the prosperity of
was jealous of his brother. The princi-. part, the schools that have commenced earth,” the sky above the grass which
readily.
His dqath, though sudden and
|
here
to-nig
and
grown, the books and tracts - distribht, I will tell you.” Twenty-ple on which the favor of God is shown.is
grows a little way ‘toward it, are the church does-not-absolutely depend on the
away frou} home, was triumphant and
|
five
years
uted, the conversions of. children and longings
admission
ago,
that of rewarding well-doing.
?
into
whe
membershi
p of men in angmy dear: boy
lay dyand the strigings of men towdrd
Peaceful Jp fitting close to a useful life.
thority, or personsof culture. .In times +ing, I felt. that God called me.”
«
‘@Sin liethat the door.” That is, if you their families, the'inroads, upon. heathen- nobleness and” purity. As
the grass,
Re
‘CoM. 1-3
Inthe same desk, a year before, anoth- |
of awakéning and gefreshing fram" the
do not do well you are chargeable with dom, the speaker had no time for details, springing toward the sun, fills its
place,
E Be
SE
|
er
often
presence
but
of
he
said,
the Lord in .places where
thought the-tinie had come for an and attains its little stature, so, looking
“ When -I was on my farm, |
..-Sin.' Sin is represented 4s lying like a
there are these classes of persons; and | many years since, the Lord called me te
NOT PROPERLY APPLIED.
wild beflst/at\thé door of the soul, ready organized attempt es
part of the Sun- ever to that above ‘them, do men
Z
best
day-schools of England and America to
when different denominations of Chris- | preach the gospel.” He was a gentlewto destroy it.
\
The energies of God's people may be
grow. And perhaps more carnestly, be+t And thou shalt
mule over him.” To plant. similar oo all over the world. cause of the knowledge of their own low tians are united in the work, I have been |- man of culture and refinement, a preach- misdirected, wasted in those things for
His attitude was which the unconverted are not caring,
-'see .the connection read, x
if thom If every Sunday" scholar in the United estate, shall the thoughts and the strug- surprised and grieved to 'se¢ how
anx- | er of sound doctrine.
There may have been sufficient outlay of
ious one or two denominations
doest not well, sin lieth at theoor,” in a Stafes gave one cent a year for this pur- gles of men be toward God.
1d be { one of deep solemnity and his burning,
to gather these classes, when convrted, | truthful words melted the hearts of his. force, perhaps, but it has not always been
parenthesis. There are two views of the pose, the result would be $70,000
; one
But yet plainer is the lesson which _ the
within the pale of their churches; and | hearers, who..formed resolutions to lead properly applied. We may have prayed
meaning here. One is, that ¢ his” and cent a month would give $840,000, and grasses teach of self-forgetf
ul duty.
J+“ him” refer to sin, the other, that they one cenit a week $3,500,000 annually, and What could be more insignificant than leave less favored classes to less influen- better lives; but alas, When thé preacher and sung often and ‘long enough, and
| Went out of the pulpit, he left his sanctity spent great sums in securing an eloque
:
“* vefer to Abel. The latter is the: view this could be easily done by some of the the growth, or even the existence of a tial denominations.
nt
|
methods
minister and a fine church edifice, but the
of organization of which the va- single blade of grass?
held by the Jews, and is the more, rea‘The question still returns, on what de- | behind him!
.
Rifchi-One
| Both seeme€d to say,
say, If
= sonable. - ~
:
: rious women’s missionary boards have
abundance and luxury that we have proIf God God has
has called
e;
Like one life among the myriads who pends the prosperlly of & ciitithi
-Ope | me it is enough. | You must accept what vided have not been reliShed by the unre
““ Cain rose up against his brother Abel given us examples.
fundamental element of prosperity is,
As#y collecting for have lived and died: who will hed
all
eiand slew him.” “And wherefore slew missions the wamen have surpissed- the ther the living or the dying,—who know its members must be converted to God. God has called. © ‘So might Judas have generate and untrained: appetite. The
he him? Because his own-wrerks were | men, so the speaker desires to see the. or care if the one were worthy, or sor- They must all be born again; be born | reasoned after he had betrayed his Lord refusal of sinners to accept our wares is
and spared himself that untimely death. often attributed to their depravity, when
“evil, and his brother's righteous.” The 7,000,000 Sunday-school children surpass row becauge of the other; at least
from above; created anew in the Lord |
for
:
{Ivis
no
zh
to
i
But to be the real occasion was that that which was
early date of murder shows how deep the women.
Jesus Christ. They must be washed by |
long?
3
15 not
enough .4j be called;
|
with
the
Lord
in
;
vo
his work, ane must be offered did not meet their present necessiy
was the corruption of sin soon after the
»
,
4
Not such the word the grasses . speak : the ‘wasliing of regeneration; must be- | + called,
and chosen, and faithful.”
fall of Adam.
He that hateth his brother
il ties; = The world is yet hungry fer the
WE clip the following from an arti
“ It may matter little,” they say, ** but come new creatures; old things must |
true: Gospel.
Many a Teputably great has in him the, spirit of Cain. See Gold- by Principal Dawson, of Montreal, in the "éach of us has his" part, and each
passiaway,
behold,
all things must be- |
helps
preacher speaks to empty pews because
en Text.
id
oy
come
new.
.
This
isa
selid
basis
on
|
Sunday School Times: . “The history of muke ap the whole.
We do not say
he talks about those matters which are of
“J knoth not.” One sin'leads to anoth- Eden and the fall carry. with them other that because we ean do little, we will
which to build,
All hearts are tuned |
[|

:
|

Yad

is. followed

truths.” But I may now ask, are the truths and do nothing.
“Generally a less leads to a more heinous above referred to of no. practical value?
‘ Each drop uncounted in a storm of rain
offence. Here it is the reverse.
J They may appear too familiar to us to
Has its own mission, and was duly sent,
& dm I my brother's keeper?” This is need to be insisted on; but the practical,
To its own leaf or blade.’—
a reproof of Jehovah.

God has made us,

and

even

open, denial

of them

by so

in a very practical sense, keepers of our. much of the infidelity of our time, shows

brother. - We are to look out for him, and" ‘that {ifey still need to be enforced,
and

not

for self alone.

wiki

10

that they really lie'at the foundations

. “ Orieth unto me from the ground.”
= Crieth” in the original is in the plural,’

our faith.

of

The edifice of Christianity, as

as it now stands forth in all the | grandeur

Not less trueis it of each
the

noble

soul,

its place,

be

ever

remembers not

links is it connected

one’s
Jesus Christ as its chief corner-stone,
may
well by its, magnificent superstructure place and work because it seems hidden
call our attention away. from the! rongh and insignificant is akin to the doing
criesto him. Te arraigns the sinner be- stones laid down for its foung phan. the which aims to be. seen of men; but also
that before God it stands as if there were
fore the bar of conscience
Tor it.
:
.old patriarchal days.”
B
¢st were
| “Cursed. from ‘the earth.” “Tt shall great and costly stones, and'had theyfet |- that soul alone: For that soul has Christ‘not be productive,” or ‘thou shalt be been bedded on the rock in those primi- died, for it ever is His service ; about it

“Be sure your sin will find you out.”
Sin is never concealed from God. It

|

~

driven out of thy land,” is meant.

pai
S$
tive times, we could not now enjoy that alway is His love.
For,
like
all
others,
this
lesson.
of the
which has been built upon them.
|- “It is, well that children should be | grasses” has a double meaning. \ For

fine

M4It shall nol henceforth yield unto thee

Jer strength.”

1t should refuse to pro-

duce any fruit under his tillage.

taught the noble, though child-like, ths.

Having

received the bloodof Abel, it should not

give back blessing to Cain.

©“

Fugitive

the

and

=

vagabond.”

earth would not

support

. Because

him

he

‘would wander from place to place.

“Is
|

greater than I can bear.” = The

Septuagint renders this ‘‘ my sinis toe

great to be forgiven,”

Most modern

_ commentators think the English version
"is more correct. In Ilebrew He sam
ord means **sin ” and “The putdishment

fan

aE

ya

“From thy" face shall I be hid.” From,
the place where God was wont to reveal
his'face,is

meant.

¢fndeth ne.” TS

\

lo

well also that it

should be taught in its simplicity, and
‘without the misconceptions’ which have

unto

ofCods Word

each blade does the sun shine, the breez:
es blow, and the rain fall. A part of the
great world, there is, in some sense, for

vt

leave off

="

ban

y

praying

vddang,

4

§

i

nT

when

RGA

The

EMMA

avenues

F. WYMAN,

|,

:of usefulness

¢

little concern to the masses.

church,

are lined

necessities, deprive thempers selves of the pleasure they might derive

That | "from the natural beauties of these days.

it is their meat to sing, pray, exhort and

worship the Lord God Almighty, and cast

a sadred influence all dround them.

I

rise

A

up.

The bee notes nothing in the flower but

provisions for. its needs. . The butterfly
its outward attraetions. Yet the flower

+All the members of a church should be ‘gratifies both, *

agreed in the fundamental

doctrines

of

y

- The wise are instructed not

The style of

building does not effect the mat-

ter of men’s souls’ ‘nearly so much as
some imagine. The Church is what you

life.

find

in the

congregation,

_

warmth, love,

enthusiasm. Give dying sinners what
they need, thé love of Christ and “the
grace of the Spirit, and the success of our
mission is
Advocale.

assured.— Western
i.
:

Christian

oo

VAIN

OONFIDENCE.

-

And when we know what God asks of
us, and, looking within and without, see .

by the bee
And they «should essentiall
alone, nor, yet by the butterfly. But both | how far we are from realizingin our own
agree in their forms or modes of worship! tnite to teach
hearfs and lives the ditine ideal of Christhat profit and pleasure are
Harmony in dctrines makes harmonyin design
tian
character, is, therb no room for fear
ed to be companions,
the Bible.

life and practice ; and it spréads union in
nd trembling? Nay; #ké , we not taught
By 7 Cleo
Ps cae iets
Pphbraid
If the anxious, thoughts we give tar e
the household of faith. This preserves
to,** work out our sa]¥htion with fear and
evils that may be were resepffdl’ for the
the best of feeling and

‘the’ sweetest
friendship in all its’ borders. Contention

and strife about doctrines produce discord
andwdisorder, and: mar its prosperity.

THgrefore all creeds

and covenants should
it§ good the whole .of Nature. Above it be
brief,plai
n,and
yet
comprehensive and
been allowed to cling around it from |. the sky stretches, clear with the. blue clear. Andon the admission
of memair,
or
dark
with
gathe
J
) those darker days when the Bible was a
| bers into the church they $hould be so inupon-it-the
sun_.s
sedled book, an&iwhen its place wawtaiee]| structed in. thenr “as. toGh ope
«
mea.
. most essential parts.
en by stories based on it, but mixed with | even thus is it with.
hd A
the grasses, each his part, there is for
mugh. of superstition’
and misapprehen"And then the prosperity of a, church
sion. I have found’ by experience thal each’ thé beauty of . the world and work depends
on a constant revival.of religion.
therein,
the
joy
of
life
and
the
far
greater
many .of the objections to the truth of
Every
member
should so live day By day
joy
of
the service and the knowledge
Gepesis held as valid even by educated
as
to'lead
the
penitent
to the Lambi\gs
7 ‘men, are not founded
on the book itself.”
God. They should constantly podsess ya
REP
T
rere SA A
ao ph
Tw
but ofl interpretations or distortions of it |.
spirit to be able to guide the ankious it
. Blesged be.Giod, I not only be
praywhich have a nearer affinity with mere | ing
when I kneel “down, but I do not of the darkness-of
sin into the marvelous’
nursery tales than with the letter or spirit

Hilt
%

‘of Genesis; and

from death

only ‘that it should see that religious duties are

to despise

as if it were the drops of blood that cried.

:

-who have passed

has some little part in the purpose of formed with the greatest delight.

God; that by many

BY

with happiness. And to secure the one
:
| None but those who have met “with this’ we need not exclude the other.
\
radical change of heart. None but those
Those who in summer days are conof us.” And who love the things they once hated ; and | scious only of the
forces at work to proso
obscure now hate the things théy orice loved, He. vide for their
.

of ity New Testament development with ith those around it, in brotherhood and
service ; not only that

: to agree with blood, which is also plural ;

alike. Every pastor should endeavor to |
to take none into the church but those |

7

+t

be

by falsehood.

=

: er. Murder

trembling"?
"it not “wholesome.
evils that, are our strength would never. to doubt ourselvedjand to experience
fail to equal our emergence,
such humiliation and compunction as will
tin
One bright peculifr joy is a rich expe- send us with broken ‘heart to thé mercyrience, eclipsing many days of erly ‘seat, and allow us no rest'until we have

happiness. But it is well that such ars donfessed and abandoned our sins? The my

only occasional, lest .we should become. complacency with which many regard
forgetful of every-day blessings. their spiritual state, who, nevertheless, as
seen. and known by others, present
Bright on: moonles
nights; but in the fuller éhjoymentof the ‘“ nothing but leaves "+ to view, leads to

moonlight we afe ud@onseious of the lit- the ~conclusion that there is such a thing
tle stars.
“fh:
abi
int as vain confidence.— Christian Standard. .
SLB
Me,

LN
:
The sweetest m eaning
of God's prom ised rest is given those who are: most It is a secre known
4

bruised fn the worldsconflict. - -«

but'to few, yet of

"no small use in the conduct of life, that, .
when you'fall ifitea man's conversation,

; Human happiness is like the little
streams, bubbling in sparkling brightness’ the first thing you should consider is,
light of the gospel. They should live so for a season. But time and drouth leave whefher he has '’a greater inclination to
hear you, or that, you should hear him. |
near to the Saviour as to be able to find nothing buttheidry
r and rocky beds, Steele.
vio

hi

3

:

5
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On this historic ground, and on this his’ toric day, we do well to commemorate the

;
the

- event that dignifies the time and the place.
. One hundred years ago to-day, in a neigh-

,

four men and
w
bor’s house yet standing,were

:

Seven was a “sacred

hig

three wonten.

to

ber in early Bible times,

elf

persons were gathered for

those

and

the- se-

cession to the Shakers.

seven

ticism' began to show itself in certain
mentbers in 1782, awd it seemed contagious. The church in Loudon and Canterbury and the one at Crown Poiat, Straf-

pur-

a sacred

pose. Having received pardon

ienced by the first churches, was

num-,

and salva-

tion through Christ, Yhey-were at peace

For twenty-fiye years, Randall had

‘A spirit of fanat,

the head and front of the Freewill

was

friends.

They

he
ui
be

hg

tion, and to ask wisdom’ of

ke0-

and there did they unite as a church, and
entered into covenant to walk and work
together,
-—
There was nothing peculiar ¢or remarkan

=

io
he «
to

God.

‘Then

“able in the organization of that church,
any more than in the thousands organized
-Yefore and since,
It liad no name but the
-

church of Christ.
It .was. the results
that followed, the outcome of that organi-

1s

zg

gation, which gave it the. title
\

of Mother

Church, for which we honor her, as grate.

ar

ful children reverenck an honored

th

Little did those seven persons

™

on their knees

n-

with him and one another, that they

se
d,

laying the foundation of 3 new denomination. Indeed Ramdall had no intention or

pS
y
Be
or

parent,

think when

before God, -covenanting
were

b:
e

:
:

.

to.the town Of his adoption,

that will live

.

sacred In the memory of thousands, when

1

other places shall have been forgotten. New

%

Durham

>

her name

.

rr
3

has two facts that

will

engrave

nobles,” the wise ones of earth or the:
leaders of men, but those who have most

to

In May he wrote his farewell letter. to his
brethren, and lingered till October 22,
when the summons came and he was at
rest. © And then did the church, the town
.and the denomination bury their best and
strongest mah. - Many hundred friends
cameto the funeral. John Buzzell preached

and like him gone about
Western Recorder.

on the page of history,
gs with a

pen of steel on enduring® marble.

,.

the home of Randall

and

It was

the location

of

the first Freewill Baptist church. And in
that fame every citizen of the town may

his older co-laborers in the ministry

his remains

by “divine

down

that

g

take an interest, and manifest that interest

e

in some kindly way in aid of theapproach-

4

ing centennial

y
t

observance.

Randall removed to New Durhatii- with
. his family March, 26, 1778. Was ordained

wi

here, April 5, 1780, and the church

y
t
f

ganized June 30, of the same year: ~Those
three events are the basis of his eventful
life i New Durham. ..No incident in’ his
remarkable life has impressed me more
than the scene of his consecration "and
enlightenment,
the summer following, which
was probably somewhere near the monu-

|

was or-

ment ‘sacred to his memory.
He desired to reconcile man’s free-will
with the sovereignty of God, and the ap- parently conflicting

e books and
‘were

texts on

the

the

subject.

men accessible

all Calvinjstic,

and

so,

to him

like

Nito-

deus, he went to Jesus for help.
And
Who that does all he can to help himself
and then seeks divine aid has ever sought
in vain?
:
One pleasant day in July, as his anxiety
~, on

this

theological

question

became

op-

pressive, he retired to a distant corn-field
- . for . thought and

prayer,

thought and prayed,
swer came.
This only

but

as he

there

no light or
increased his

anim

indicated,
heart

was

till

nothing

held-as

dear

his own.

to

his

The

still,

small voice of the Spirit then said, ‘‘ Dost
thou resign all?” and he said, *' Yea, Lord,

and here I am.”

Just then be began to be

. conscious that he wal

being emptied

of

self and filled by the Spirit.
The blessed
work .continued and
became
absolutely

overwhelming. -The| seal of the holy
Book was then brHy , his deabts and difficulties disap

nd

from

that glad

hour the Bible was" to him a revelation
of truth clear
pnd Tht
To all
Christians whojuse all the helps at their
command, Sadltves his illuminating spirit to a degree

known

only to

trust his gracel.
The endow
nt of Randall

those

with

who

power

from on high,lke that on the day of Pentecost, qualified

him for efficient service, and’

he not only libored successfully at home
ut traveled apd preached in neighboring

dnd in western

id

\

of \the
oni

dition'to fis

Maine.

Aft ‘the

mind

ome

work,

Randall

every

i

thie salvation of sopls.
and

soon the

Humber in Maine exceeded those in N. H.
The New Durham church being the

old-

than

thousand members.

| GEO. C. GOODWIN

we

a

voluntarily exclaim,
wrought!”

many

ie, on the land and on the

were in

tears, some fell on their knees cfyiny for
mercy, and soon order-gave place to
confusion,

"as

hortation

and

prayers,

loud

confession,

rejoicing

all in progress

together.

ing

and

till

moon,

From

from

Randall

was

tried with

‘God and the glorified wele

the

was organized, and then evening

‘were held in different parts

meetings

of the

The next day was. Sunday and

town.

hour, impress our he

two -thou-

spirit, and
action. *

sand people were in attendance,and the interest was constantly rising. ‘On “Monday
nearly three thousand were present, and
‘they repaired to.the open field, and this
was repeated on Tuesday.
Not less than
one hundred, professed | faith in Christ

ing

those

four. days, “and

the

for work
turned to the churches.

as’ they

At the next Quarterly Meeting | also

in

and

held

hear it, therein, we

as the sad bereavement came while he was
convened

here, 1799; and the people came up as

may

trials

of all’

did

At the Yearly Meeting held here in 1806,

the record sai of the theeting on Sunday,
41t began early and held all day, without
intermission.” Sermon in ‘the house by

same-timedn lr,

A——

door. Monday the meetiiig™
Randall's orchard, it ‘was June 16th, and’
during the service was a total eclipse of

We have had a glimpse of the chireh
and its early progress, and your honored.

their

as he was regarded, yon

And “trials

to

then

were

what they

‘have been in our day. The people in'their
Nis

Eats

Pi le
i
S,

that

never

will

agree.

with:

me in the. statement that he always impartedto those about him more honor than he

the

i
fant
with Full-page Steel Pldte Enavings.". Agents
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well, health
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these summer resorts. Let us only hopethat those who préach will fully and freely proclaim the truth as in Jesus, and we
may believe that the . gospel will show
that it still can turn men from. the power
of Satan unto God.—Baptist Weekly. *
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We havea grab mission. The work
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ship was first in order and such was the
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citizen and our revered father, and highly

adjustment.
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the Jews to their great feasts at JerusaJem. ' Saturday morning a season of wor-

the neighboring churches were referred
‘to the New Durham church for help in
frequent and “threatening

kiy allaying
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apostles would have seizedon such oppor-

ing, and instead of business as was expected, the spirit of devotion directed - the
exercises till night reminded them that the
services must close. ~ At the Conference,
next morning, Aaron Buzzell, of - Gilmanton was ander examination,and his ordination was expected that very day. While
the preparations were in progress, a ‘messenger entered the house and exclaimed,
«Death!
The wife of Aaron Buzzell is
dead.” Never was a ‘more startling announcement made in this quiet town, and
never was a man more

lr

|

in" ¢onnection
the
raat) $3
3
will aid in
healing,NY ftening
and in keeping out the air,
.

held at Coney lsland this summer, will
make an excuse for going there en the
Lord’s day, who otherwise would not, but:
if the gospel can be poured into the ears
of thousands who are not’ accustomed to

re:

The next
the

elf

Itisa sure cure.

system.

will be perfect: if they become clogged,
dreadful diseases are sure to follow with

the

Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,
Sprainsand and
Bruises,
jcIt Xs is
Sp ‘cooling
clean
Use
SLR

.

GLEANINGS.

bm

wo “ Catarrh Cure,”
especially prepa
Prepared
t serious cases, contains all
33 Cube
Rak
the Extract § our Nasa)
ue
valuable for use/in catarrhal affections, is gimple
and unexpansive.

‘a purer
to

ers of the

TERRIBLE SUFFERING.

he Extract is the only
specific
Catarrh, for this disease, boomy. Read:

Breth-

est, and having’ mahy"strong and influen- ‘the sun, which darkening scene was turned, band, father, and friend. -But it.requires
as much breadth of power for this as-for
tial nfembers] with Randall at the head, to great spiritual advantage.
‘those other functions,—as much or more,

‘was often consulted, and the

Ne patract promptly.

tian work. Wherever men can be reached by the sound of the gospel it must be
carried. There are those who, doubtless,
knowing that religious services are to be

dur-

one,reported glorious revivals. Never was
day a sermon was preached

—

wills’

and the KIDNEYS.
b 3

‘Diiphiheria &Sore Th roat.

. And it is a time demanding much Chris-

here, every church in New Hampshire,save

there anything like it before.

incline our
%

emir

greatest

reyival of Christians

with

:

N.Y...

THEONLY MEDICINE

& C0., Boston, General Agents.

clothing
is incontory

Bleedin,

transition from earth to heaven -never
seemed more ‘easy or desirable. O may
the influence of these inspiring memories, as they now come over us; aud the
hallowed -associations of this solemn

Yearly ‘Meeting

Proprietors,

THE ie

Hemorrhages.
. Lu ng Stomach,
Noee, or from any cause,
is speedily
speedil co
ed and
ped, O Nini syringes
Ny
( conte) and In.
Balers BL) are great aids in arresting inter! hal

holy ground and isi not this" a sacred}:
hour? The spirits of the living and, the
«dead here seem to commingle, ‘and the

excite-

ment, .and
succeeded
in
restoring
quiet. But it was the stillness of restraint,
and after a few minutes withdrew his %objections, and the work went on. Before

separating at night

here.

ren and friends, do we not here stand

}

Rochester;

Exteade.ur

cages.

the

and good meh of a eentury-age, an awful
presence seems
to come. over iis, a3 if

he
the

of

ad. cure
aints asas the0

en LE use when removal of
venient, is a great belp in

in-

were
till

T

scenes

{| v3

BL WARNER & C0,

pindahe
invalua
umba,
Back or Ande 3 4 ties ERT
AT)
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God

past, and we bring befare us those great

night,.did this state of exercises continue
with one exception...

the

we

hath

i

‘everywh ere.

PATY DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
INFLAMMATION AND HEMORRHAGES,
Noootherepar
ok oom

im-

ex-

morn-

noon

sea,

* What

‘As memory recalls

the

Mea

$i

WEIGHT
AND BACKACHE, IS

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

look

‘by his convicting Spirit,

at

=

These great organs

tian work, the moral, benevolent and educational enterprises of the daygthe civil
and religious advantages in town, State
look

Kidney

(F"Warner’s
Safe Remedies are seld
by Druggists.
and
Dealers.

ifs

Ahan

Safe

THE GREAT VEGETABLZ

at our denominational facilities for Chris-

and nation,— when we

E vard
12240014)
; AS

Sold by Drugyists,

seventy-five

And when

For t 8 ere of Bright’s and the other

4
r Warner's
and Liver JL

No family
should be without Lydia E. Pinkham's
.LIVER PI LS. "Phey cure Constipation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver,
20 cts, per box,

of action.

provement and progress everywhere visi: |

river; and in the towns along the coasts
storm, while John Buzzell preached at the.
and on the glands, saw wonderful displays:
Churches were. “established,

and more

Eaton, ctr Wars

; &
2a

Mrs, Pinkham freely answers allletters of inquiry,
Send for pam hlets. Address as above.

bore

Spirit: At length a young man arose, and
with much feeling confessed his backslidings, and with great power exhorted the
people to-seek the Lord.
God was there

"tended his journey east of thie Kennebec’ Elias Smith, and he carried everything by
SS

churches,

of the

before the meeting was - organized. = Sunyqar, there were "five free
day and Monday were the same, and the
H. and two in Me. In ad-g
interest was truly wonderful.

year made 4 journey into, Maine, visiting
many towns in the western part of tife
State, and in 1781 and afterwards, he ex-

Ny

Meeting “in

June, 1798. It opened Saturday morning,
June 9.in Randall’s barn. A solemn silence
pervaded the assembly after singing and
prayer.
No one proposed business as all

portunity, till a conviction as impressive | bl¢ssicg whs the
their preparation
as a voice from heaven,
required of him

_ a greater consecration,
He began to make it, and continued to
lay
on * the
alta of sacrifice one
thing
after
another,
as
the Spirit

stage

-

No, 238 Western Avenue, pt Mass. °,

beautifuleeslope |

eration are now on the

of
of "the highest order in proof

Price, SM, SixBottles to one address, $5.

The church in New Durham enjoyed a fair | Instead of one church of seven members,
degree of prosperity, but nothing résharkare now more than foufteen hundred

the

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

As this century of years passes in | review before us, what changes appear!
This same beautiful eminence, one thou-

been detained onceor twice only by sickness.

learn

good.—

CAUSING PAIN,

PHCmonals
‘these Statem

ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.
It will, at all times and under
wk
all circumea
stances, act in harmony with the laws that
govern the femald system.
”
Forthecare of Kidney Complaints of either
sex,
x, thi Cumpousd is
14 is
pain
ira
is prpited atthe Dune on aboratory.

A

from the house to the family burying
ground, and there they lay him “down; |
and there he rests with, you to-day. For
twenty-eight, years he was pastor of the
church, and preacher in the town; and for
seventy-two years has his memory been
cherished, and “being dead he yet speaketh,”

strength. + Christian *impogairity
was
God’s opportunity,
What even Christian
influence, pefsuasion and argument could
not flo, God, by the Holy Spirit could “and.
did ‘do. May 'we heed: the lesson and
profit by the’ example.
The year 1791 was a dark, trying season

were waiting to

doing

| DOWN,

as onlya loving brother-could, and six of

ly-ahd faithfully was it observed, and so.
promptly did God: interpose, that from
that very day secession ceased, and the
churches afterward stood firm and advanced in strength and numbers. Here was hu-

able occurrgd till the Yearly

For all Female Complaints,

i

Li

=~

Avene
yesetable Sieparation and the «only Sure.
er and "ALL ‘Kidnon Liver
1
r and

]

“ THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD og
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER |
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
LIFTS IT
INTO BLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
STRENGTH, 80
f5AT THE CURE 18 radical and ene
tire. Itstrengthens THE BACK AND-PELVIC REGION} IT GIVES TONE. TO
WHOLE NERVOUS 8Y8TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEELING OFNEARING

the house, and to his'béd after February. | faithfully
and lovingly served the Master

lost, and no effectual check ‘arrested the
disorganizing, destructive work of the
deceivers and the deceived, till the Quarterly Meeting appointed the 13th of Oct.
1784, as a day of fasting and prayer, that
God for the honor: of his great name
would cat short the delusion. So general-

supplemented

‘The Positive Cure

counted as dross and ‘chaff. Bus goodness will be exalted to the highest place.
“One star differeth from another star in
glory,” and the prigh test in that heavenly
galaxy willnot be the
* great men and

weddings and funerals.”
‘After January, 1808, he was confined

YDIA E. PINKHAM'S
b * JEGETABLE COMPOUND.

much that we have valued in this life is

hundred and three public meetings, besides

compelled to relieve itself of three of

weakness

five hundred

(Formerly Dr. Craig's Kidney Cure)

ihe excellence of character. In heaven,
if we ever get there, we shall find that

and.ninety-three miles, and having been
so much unwell, I have attended only two

its once most promising. members.
The
distrust and alienation ‘become alarming.
.Lock was drawn into the
hirlpool and

man

beauti-

greatness, not. power, not intellectual
gifts, but simple goodness as: the Grown-

countenance,

desire to be a eader; his only thought
- was to keep those saved who had already
sand feet above the ocean level, still furfound pardon from sin, and to gather
nishes the homes of the church, and the
; others within, the fold. = Somé men be- to the living members of the New Durham
same grand prospect meets our admiring
come Téaders because they want to bel! church. A new covenant was introduced gaze to-day, as when the church, from
April 13, signed by twenty-one members.
Others are leaders because their fellowthis scene of its organization, first looked
men put them in a leading position.
But Watking in union themselves, they were
out over-this miniature world. ‘The same
Randall was a leader, not'because he want- succesful in regaining some of .the old,
skies are above us, and the same God,
disaffected
members,
and
before
six
months
ed to be, but becinse both God and man
réquired him to be; and it would have had passed Bixty-seven were added to the loving and just, is yet the universal sovereigr. But all else, how changed! The
been disobedence and sin,if he had re- resuscitated church.
- When the Yearly Meeting was organized . men and women of that day
fused to lead. And no man ever bore the
' “have all to their graves gone down,”
in 1792,there had been thirty-four sessions
honors of leadership with greater meekscarcely
a child survives to tell of their
of
the
Q.
M.,and
Randall
had
attended
thirtyness than.he.
two, probably thirty-three of them, having
glorious deeds, A third and fourth genBenjamin Randall has ‘given a celebrity

8
e

4

was

of“ his

traveled only two tHousand

of apos-

"homes and at theip-mcelings, and on that
“eventful day, probably about this very
hour, they had met to consider the ques-

a

he
:

them, gave direction to their misguided zeal, and both churches finally went

‘over to Shakerism, leaving only a remnant
solic Christians told them that they would in each place that Randall encouraged, and
Not one of the churches
be less likely to fall out by the way, if reorganized.
escaped the delusion, and New Durham,
united to help and encourage each other.
They had talked the matter over at their ‘after six months of unsuccessful effort,

he

The pallor

his hoarseness and deep hollow ‘gough
wawakened their fears. He closed his diary
for the year 1807 with these words : “Have

—

"=

anxious desire.

to stand alone, while the example

.

ay

most

‘dared fot trust themselves. by expecting

“]

be

their

- The life of Christ was the most

The
body.
His labors had been abundant and ful life that this ‘earth has seen.
beauty of goodness fo nd its perfect type
his health usually good,
But. a change J;’in him, He was . ap
lovely:”
then began to arrest the: attention of his "The religion that he ‘preached places nots

with God, and heirs. of eternal life.. To. ford, were most effected, and“:a Shaker
resist temptation and ‘endure to the end, from Connecticut having come among

.

been

Baptist

-

Yeo:
we

Am,

| MRS. LYDIA E. PINKH
OF LYNN, MASS.

SSN

Jey

free,

labori-

S&L

=

30, 1870.

and

3

ul,

N. H.,JUNE

large

His life was

A

HAM CHURCH,

His hears was

>,

ea

Tact is a very valuable quality in ‘a
minister. If you do not po-sess it natur
ally, you will” burn "you fingers Sof
wont and the will came in conflict,
there ous, sacrificing and usefal. His home was
was then as iow, always a strife. Little mis- the home of his brethren. ‘His house was often ; and by-and-by the scorching will
understandings, and trivial offences were the house of God, where prayer-meetings, teach’ you wisdom. There is a way of
‘managing people without: letting them;
often brought into'the church before any: church meetings, Quarter] y Meetings, and know it; you may even lead them so
persomal effort had been made to .correct Yeary Meetings were usually held, and shrewdly’ that they shall fancy that they
them, and §o church labor was abundant.
when that was too small they went to his are going their own way all the while.—
‘The most serious of all the trials exper- . barn, his orchard or his field.
Theodore L. Guyler.
:
received.

pure and benevolent.

SP

AT
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faith were free-will; but in practice ‘too
many of them were free-wont,and when the

\,
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Alumni exercises on Wediiesday evening,

with -an .éminently fitting and ‘pragtical

oration on ¢ Post-graduate Culture” by
Rev. W. H. Bolster of %69, and a suggest

‘WEDNESDAY, JULY 7,1880.
' @. F. MOSHER,

“Thursday- evening, Class-Day exercises’
on Friday evening and the President's re-

ception on Saturday eyenin@:

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, ‘remittances of money, &c., should
‘addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. Hs
Hi

be’
;

o£

¢

COMMENCEMENT AT BATES.
It is a rare thin¥ in the history of Amer*—j¢an coleges-thiat a Jady should pro-.
nounce the oration.for the Degree of Mas* ter of Arts. So persons who listened to
week,

last

‘Miss Jennie North, at Bates

on

oration by Rev. Edward Everett Hale

Editor.

All communications designed for publication

2a

of 77, an

tive ‘poem by Mrs. Morehouse

0]

who represented the candidates for this,
degree, not only witnessed a’ rare “occur-

rence, both as to its occasion and ifs char-

thre and application of the

Monroe

doc-

trine, a comparison of English and American

Statesmen,—such

topics

were dise

cussed intelligently and with force. If
we could have many--such men in this
country as the orator described, in ‘‘ The
+

man for the Times,” or if there

*

could

be

only two or three such men in each class
‘that our colleges are yearly. sending forth,
© many perplexing public, social and moral

questions would assume “a more ‘hopeful
aspect. The position of the Judiciary in
our systemof Government was consider-“ed by

re-

the

valedictorian,

whose

oration

proved that he atleast had thoroughly and
profitably studied the nature and bearing
of ‘some of the questions that were raised
in Maine politics last winter. Scholarship and Democracy, Da¢winism, Cicerols
"life and character, “the points of similarity,

left of the idea of duty.

is not as pronounced

This skepticism

and

vindictive,

is

which existed in the time of the French

encyclopédists. “It is negative rather than
positive. *A life of'sin and shame is not
‘congenial to it, nor ist ‘attracted to the
models of the good man Which the pfeacher ‘exalts.
;
In its refined manifestations this _skepticism is decorous, is quietly cynical in
regard to the pleasures of society, is deferentially doubtful of the pleasures of

religion. It-would not touch the superstition which comforts the soul of the devo-

tee, nor wouldit proselyte others into a’
life similar to that of is "own

barren

ex-

we

Delieve

now numbers

of things

Np

question : faces

the

Christian

3

163, and the floating debit $33,773—leaving the college fund $195,389, of which

"861,000—mainly, the
/Boston—is

Benson estate

unproductive.

But

in

this un-

.productiveness is not likely to be permanent.

The decision

of the Commission-

ers'on the claim ‘of the college:

to 8100,-

000 from

Benj. E.

Bates

the estate of the late

is not yet given, but

besides conventional answers.

The

re-

sponsibility lies at the feet of the church
that she shall find a ward suited to these,
as well as to the illiterate and the povertystricken ones of earth. ,If the gospel of

Christ is not capable of being presented
in such a way that these may hear it,then

it is not a universal religion.
chi?

the President

-

9
<r

»

AND-YET ‘ANOTHER.
«is confident that the subscription will be
The Narragahsett’ digaster, the sinking
paid. From the report of the Treasurer
and the financial committee it appears of the Adelaide, the collision between the
- that the income the past year hag"been two ocean steamships, thé Queen and the
£816,980 and the current expenses, not Anchoria,—these are switly followed by
including several items of extraordinary another direfal gatamjly 4

"expense, have been $18,220, leaving a
deficiency of $1,240—an improvement
EE

|

steamboat Phong between New York city
and the suburban villages on the north

over several preceding years.
shore of Long Island, was discovered. to
We have anticipated. The President's
haccalauveate, on Sunday afternoon, ap= be on fire, having on board about, 300
The captain, though badly
\propriately reviewed our first century as passengers.

afChristian people, and suggested some
duties. which that_ century had
down to the present generation.
were,

to watch

Sunday-scliools

over

the

already

handed
These

churches

organized,

and

to

multiply and strengthen. them, to be
true to the temperance and anti-slavery record of the past, and to spread ‘ed< ucation and the gospel among the freedmen and in India. His reference
to the
work of the college in its relation to our
“future history was well made. He plead«d earnestly that the college might be
_ the subject of frequent and fervent pray-

burned ‘himself, yet stood to his post like

a hero, and-succeeded in ruining the boat
ashote upon the marshes at the outer end
of Randall's Island.
But, the flames
was reached, the

frightened

pas-

sengers had to choose between death in
the flames or the chance of drowning.

Some terrible scenes are detailed.

Pass-

ing steameérs and a mul: titude of row-boats

lent their assistance and picked up those
who threw themselves overboard. Many
jumped from the bow into the shallow

water and waded ashore, so that the larger number was saved. Besides those pain-

“er, in, publig and in private, to the end’ fully injured, between one and two score

|

parsonage

and

monument

ference from Buffalo and return, for any

persons east of Buffalo, on receipt of $18.
Ticket will be on sale atthe New York

Central tickets office, to Weirs and return

for $18.

Tt

-at

The artist succeeded well in. get-

ting ‘a view of the room, and that

picture

1 isindeed a curigsity, ‘The wooden pegs.
| with which the floor was fastened, instead
of nails, the

There is a wholé mine of truth in

the

‘ Ifyou

oyR. fons sell tickets at hig: rates to Buffio and return, froin any station on their

brown

ro

All tickets will be good until the 1st of
September, but the return ticket must be

endorsed by the

J. 8. Neal.

irony

want cor-

Lp

Religious

pinta

New Hampton Institution. Report of the
Examining Committee.

Services at the General 1 Gon
ference,
addition-

al arrangements for meetings during the
session.
We believe that much of the in-

stitution :—Y our committee, having attended to the: duties assigned, submit the fol-

Warren goes to Atlanta, Ga. ; Bishop Haven to
San Francisco, and Bishop Hupst to Des

eclipses éverything of the

kind in

the:

terest and profit of the days to be spent in

ed in the future, and

the movement

has

1e-

cognition and public favor which guaran- |

J The rapid

spread of atheism

Noon

inations ag a whole were highly. satisfac

iS occasioning

tees the ultimate accomfilishment of all much apprehension on the part of the Armeni- tory to the cemmittee.
an church. It promises to throw a greater
(lasses= in the Commercial
College
its projectors have hoped to realize.
obstacle in the way of the gospel than the per- |leshowed an acquaintance with actual busi—
%
——Ir will be remembered that the late secutions which the Turks bave heaped tpon || ness, indeed the drill is as good as in actthe Christians in that land
Sos
i ual business.
The books and accounts
General Conference of the Methodists deThose who are in the habit of readi ng the { of the studer.ts, and
those in. the bank
cided that all candidates for the ministry Evangelical. Messenger will especially ap- |
must hereafter pledge themselvesto ab- J preciate the method adopted by thst journal in || were shown to have been kept with care®
stain from the use of -tobacco. The teaching a brief lesson: ¢ That season of the |{ and neatness. Your committee believe
Methgdist thinks this to be a slow way of year has now arrived when it is the duty of | that no better business course.can be had |
making the reform effective. Tn thé first saints and sinners fo.deny themselves, take up| in New England, and that every graduate
their cross, atid cout strawberries and cream | in the Literary Department should ake a
placeg«.the older members of the confer-* for the benefit of the church.”
course in the Commercial College.
|
ences must unite. with the candidates for |. About a million copies of the Protestant
Your committee were. impressed. also |
admission in taking this solemn pledge. If Episcopal Prayer Book are sold in this counthey do not the reform will fail; the try every year. The only copy it. is reported || with the department of students, their | |
pledge will not take hold on the con- of this book left of an edition printed by courteous language in reciting, and goed
i

torate undefiled with tobacco.”

In all

which we think the Methodist

shows

of

its

good sense. If the law prohibiting the
use of tobacco on-the part of the ministry’
is made, let it apply to all ministers, and
in the wotds of the Methodist, ** Let all our
pastors take the pledge as sgon as possible.
Let the great reform be consummated
‘in one year.”
s

——

——ABoUT this time it is interesting to
note that a Sunday-school has been opened at Wittenberg in the church on whose:
door Luther nailed his ninety-five theses
of salvation, and.in which both he and
The
school
'Melanchthon lie buried.

numbers dabont 400,6f whom three-fourths
are girls.

Of the teachers

and eighteen women.
have to

take

five are men

Women

the laboring

seem to

oar

William Bradford in 1710,

sold

at

auction

in

several churches they aré to be’ commended for desiring: a hand in the man® em—

——THE Baptists at Red Bank, N. J.,
have gone into the church-fair business’

with a zest.

A large wooden building,

100 feet wide and 150 feet long, has

been

erected for this purpose, and is said to be
filled with as great a yariety of miscella-

neous merchandise as any city church fair.

merely

following

lences. andwquack

religions,—are

not

these

J. WOODBURY

a

the way?’ Y

SCRIBNER,

priately heads it as“ A Bit of Poor Humaii'|
+| Nature:” ‘“ A correspondent from a neighboring city writes us deprecating
the stingy
economy. which just now bids fair to keep relatives and friends from the grave, and which
would reduced the funeral services to the
most barren rites.”
A consultation of the
directory shows the writer to he an undertaker.
Irenzeus, of the New

York

Monday Leeturer:

Obsoreer.

com-

‘‘ Ihave not a doubt that

"ments, which he uses

nobly for

God in defending the ‘truth.

the

But

glory

of,

he has un-

fortunately got a kink in his head on the spirit question, which will be the ruin of his use-

fulness unless he gets it out.”

~

-

The Evangelical Bible Society in Russia will

celebrate, on the 14—26 of March, 1881, the anto make a collection of the Holy

+
M./PEARLE,
C; Mann
SE
J. H. HUTCHINS.
EU

in its
began

Scriptures, or

parts of the same, in the various’ languages

in

which they Dave been’ translated, for the library of thé institution, and it is proposed to,
complete, if possible;this interesting collection
"before or at the time of their approaching jubilee.
|
~~

RP

A

Ri

Reduced fares to Conference, so far
are now completed, are
follows, for the round trip. :

as
as

Montpelier

turn,

4

after the sermon,

Thursday

3.50

Lowell

Depot.

12

led by Rev. G. C. Waterman.’

Sunday, 8:30 A. M., prayer-meeting.
“i

10:30 A. M., preaching.

Notch, and down to Weirs via, Haverhill
‘and Plymoath :
viaDover & Steamer,

23.85

Bruneviek,

4.10

Bowdoinham,
Richmond, . .,
© Gardiner
;

Hallowell, *~

Augusta,
Waterville,

,,

Fairfield,
Skowhegan,
Auburn,
Lewiston, M.C.

be

4

ra
©
Tred
4
AS

“obs
bi
o
his

-

3

4.35
4.60
485

.

4

*

500

.l
“

5.10
6.10

“"
“
Hop
.

«

v ke
130 P. M,, prayer-meeting.
il
3 P. M., Sunday-school, under the.
direction of E. - WV. Page, of N. Y., lesson for
July 25.
Sunday
evening, Preaching. and expe-,
rience meeting.

6.20
6.60
4.10
4.10

t

presence and
and be preour Master.
Jor
Conf. Boards——-

Rev. J. 8S.

Manning

spent

seven

Sab-

baths in the Chiro Mission the past spring,

and

two Sabbaths in April and five in May, and
attended five Quarterly Meetings and two, .
Yedrly Meetings. At the Union :Q. M.,
held at Morganfield, April 16—18, one new
church wis received. Two other churches

of tickets for x
H:; and the lake.
place, add $3.40
returnby the P,

‘“

Prof.

The Cairo Mission.

‘are building meeting-houses.
s were all represented
‘condition.

& O. road through the, White “Mountain

Freeport,

by

* + O-*e

From Portland, Me., and places e
ward, we give the price
round trip via Dover, N,
"TQ, these, figures for any
and persons can go and

sermon

meeting, 1éd by Bro. Russell, of Lowell.
Saturday ev ening, Bible reading, conducted by Prof. Howe, followed by a meeting

Tunnel, Boston, Lowell & Concord.

to_ghe

evening,

Dunn, followed by testimonies and inquiry

Let us prayfervently for the
quickening of the Holy Spirit,
pared to do valiant service for
Ww. H. Bowkx,
}
E. W. PORTER,
§& C. WATERMAN,

.The route from the West is via Detroit,
Canada, Buffalo, N.,Y. -Central, Hoosac

“In Boston, go

Ho

Wednesday evening, occupied by aged
ministers, service conducted by Rev. S.
Curtis.

by an inquiry megting.

2.00
1.30

$e

Trains leave at 7 god 8AM.
7 P.M.

prayer-

nounced at the Conference.
The sermons will be -short, occupying
not more (by special request) than twenty minutes, of a nature suited to spiritual
quickening and revival,
Each evening service. will be followed

one way.

Manchester to W eirs and
Concord

and

buryports
:
The
other evenings
will be Stastarly
occupied and the services
for them
an-

‘“
Hillsdale, Mic h.,
$22.00
4
Detroit & Monroe Jonition,
'20.00
‘“
Buffalo, N.Y.
18.00
“_
Providence, RI via Worceste r,
5.00
*
Boston, Mass., via Lowell,
4.00
| “
Lowell
& I wrence, Mass., via Man., 3.25
“St. Johnsbury, Vt., Lyndonville, &c¢., fare
From
:

day prayer-meetings,

meetings at other hours wil be conducted.’
We have also arranged éspecially for. the
following services:
Tuesday evening, July 20, a love * feast

Monday ev ening, sermon by Rev. oF
Penriey, followed by a
meeting. led by.
Bro. Jordan of Aaburn.
Tuesday evening, sermon by Dr. Ball,
followed by the same services as on Thursday.evening, led by Bro. Fuller, of New-

. -arrangements

The New-York Tribune quotes the following
from the Christian at Work and quite appro-

ments on the character of the famous: Boston

text/

benevo-

part of the vast/fotal of evils to be got out of

evi-

the

Fares to General Conference.

machine

niversary of its existeffce for fifty years
“present form, Years ago, the Society

agement of its affairs, are they not?

of

give.

also Mis courage to avow and defend his convictions. He is a manof vast mental endow-

But when wombn

instead
| books.

MARY, LATHAM CLARK, i
ny J GIves,
LN;

| Mr. Cookisa thoroughly honest,good man. He

to say the least of it.

the

They are the words of wisdom which
the
Christian Register speaks:
‘ We may see
that' something iis wrong; but it does not therefore follow that we know how to right it, any |
more than it follows, where there is sickness
in the family, that we know what medicine to

in the

not admitof woman's work in its, behalf
is not a profitable religion for the world,

also

dence they gave of thinking for themseives

teresting fact in regard to this time-honored
book of worship is that it. has been translated
into more than 60 languages.

car rying out of religions work, the world
over. - ‘Certainly that religion which does

behavior in the class, and

New York the other day for $350. Another in-

Would-be reformers;

pe

:

to avoid collisions and at the same fine what you can and to nse what you know,”

t and research. be prepared to do the utmost service'In
shall honor truth | the case of serious accidents.

We quote dgain:
|
A muscle is not: the only thing

"A far ‘more, rigid inspection of boais, ‘strengthened byype

| and also of their crews, aud a more care-

that is”

The mind responds

to the foros of habits, especially in youth.

and

The Eddyville Q. M. was

are
held

in’ good
with

the

Dycursburg charch on the Cumberland
River, April 23—25." The churches were
all represented.
4 good meeting, souls
inquiring the way to be saved. These Q.
7 Ms. are in Kentucky,
and compose the
Kentucky Yearly Meeting.
.
The Cairo Q. M. was held with the Sec-

ond Cairo church, April’ 80-<May
have a Ministers’

Conference

2.

We

connected

hdl

| 1

A

@

y

“and|

made the opening address, welcomed the writes : Thé roads east of Chicago will the churches, but was settled before, Bro.
friends frou abroad, and introduced-Rev. - sell at reduced fare from places not com- Manning left. It was a good meeting;
JI. Pp. Stewart, of Dover, who spoke of the peting with other roads, and a ticket from delegates much encouraged.
_ Carbondale Q. M. held its May session ;
chucH and ité pastor during the life time Elkhart via Buffalo will be ‘eabout $25.”
with
the church at Carbondile, May 14—
of Randall ; see his- “address. on the third | He also says, * the lowest regular fare
16, - The churches in this Q., M, are 8
page.
over the Grand Trunk line to Congord, N. | and much scattered, but all. seem to be
, Mw Edmund Farber;s citizen of the place H. (33 miles from Weirs), is about $19. steadfast, They were well represen
and now 91 years of age, was 19 years old 00, via Montreal. Express: trains leave and the meeting was good. Truly we could ™
TE

i
wi

»

The church-

Denomiiational,

ful system of signals, together with down- Some sayer of wise sounding words orice |
the failures in life result |
| right, severe penalties ipflicted upon those wrote that
from pulling up 0one's horse just as he; is
y included the: prize debates and orig- who fail to conform to the regulations, Toady
to jump.”” But according to our
inion on Hoi, a. Saghi ‘will materially diminish the number and
rvation more than: half the failures when Randall died, and knew him well. Chicago, 8.53 A. M0. and 9.58 ». M.. Ticket
the horrible character of the calamities result. from tying& horse up and fodder- /Re was clear in his remarks, and describ- office corner of Olark snd Wistiagion Si
¥

"or

picign would have existed as to the cause, . the Anniversary exercises, ‘shall, as fh
as possible, be devoted to Gospel services.
for no institution can make bright students
We expect to be able to meet the conout of\dull and indolent ones, .and even
venience of all in some form of service,
the best will sometimes fail.
The exam-

Woman’s
Journal on the point that* the
world iis slow ly learning that whatever is fit
to be done - at all, may be done by any one
who can do it well.” That is, how ever! il he
or she can get it to do.
:

“

had not ‘interfored in any way with hdb-

\

at Weirs

The Board made thé following

To the Trustees.
.of New Hampton In-

Of the four new Methodist Bishops,St. Paul,
Minn., finds a home for Bishop Foss; Bishop

agent

Rah dn on oo

—l

:

ticket

station, where the Conference is to be
held.
:
:
GEO. H. BALL,
St., Buffalo, N. Y,
N
456 Niagara

are well worth a dollar. The’ views may
be had on application. to the pastor, Rev.

rect information about any kind of business,
ask the individual who has never engaged in
it. ”

fire-place, the

wooden ceiling, with a shelf suspended,
the old chairs, table, candle, bellows, &e.;
leave no doubt of it§ antiquity. = Any one
interested in such curiosities will say they

pure and perfect things.”
of the Whitehall Times:

open

would be well to leave ‘Buffalo at

8.50, ». M., Monday, July 19, and reach
Weirs Tuesday night. +
If these who desire to start on the 19th
will notify me I will arrange to have the
whole company go in one car.
- Those desiring a sleeper, on notifying
me, will get their birth at reduced - rate,’
provab] at one half:
ake Shore & Michigan Southern

Monwgouth,
4
"
"4.60 | with this Q. M., holding a‘two days’ sesIf the Hindoo should come among tus, he
Jinthrop.
En
of passengers lost, their lives. /
3
Readfl
tabi
5.10
sion before the Q. M. commencés. This
|
We have already had sad ocedsions for thight justly be excused for asking, after
West Waterville,
(ARR
+ 5.85
pure and ennobling influencét.
is the largest Q. M. in the. Mission, num..~@linton,
“iu
th
4
6.35
calling attention to the deféctive meas going through a bazaar like the above,
: Burnham,
o
id
J
6.50
bering over 1,600 members and having
:
New HLsm Centennial.
In’ the .evening Prof. J. A. Howe | ures for escape, in cases. of ‘marine disas-| whether it was a leading business of the
Belfast
v8
Ey
710
Pittaield,
is
“
6.60
churches in four different States, Four
preached a sermon to’ the. graduating’ ter, to which need this atest calamity church to conduct fairs or that of fairs to
Newport,
eh
ptt.
6,85
As the church ind pe
people at New Dui
new churches have united with the Q.' M.
. «class of the Theological Department on adds a tragic emphasis,
run the churches. There is too much of this Jham .expect to be busy on the 29th, enEast Newport,
Aen
the past year. There was a full delegation,
Effective. Preaching. Tt is described as a
AR
7.35
These: hot summer days force people sort of thing among the . churches of our tertaining friends from abroad, they ob- Bangor,
Farmington,
he
4
5.85 | and all the churches but two are. doing
most appropriate
and suggestive address; out qn to the water in numberless excur- country. The idea of Christianity which | served the actual centennial day of the
Wilton,
hE
id
\
570
well, There is much missionary work
North Jay,
iY
.
J
4.60
and is spoken of in terms of tbe highegt sion, parties, Between, the regular trips is fostered thereby is not wholesome.
| organization of the church, June 30, in a L Livermore Falls,
“
5.85
needed in this Q. M,
Lisbon, .
ARIE,
2440
' praise. On the following Wednesday the of ‘the various lines of ferry ‘boats and
very pleasant way.: The. obsemance was
The Mound City Q. M. convened with
Lisbon Falls,
id
“
"4.35
graduating exercises of the Fheological steamers and sailing vessels, and ‘these
the church at Villaridge, May 7—9. This’
designed to be a local affair only, but.
[Continued on eighth page.]
~——THis
excellent
advicelis
given
by
the
wclase Were hold, and their themes showed numerous excursion parties, there should
‘quite’ a good many attended . from other i No yYoductd rates can be kine from QM.is the most compact.of any, and. we.
.
(training had he some system of rigorous. discipline, by Golden Rule, to the thousand young men |
always get a fall delegation. At this sestowns, At half past one the church was Chicago. A friend
‘and
womeri
uates,
just
turned
lose
|
k
;
IR
bens
=
ical standard,
glon ¥here was some difficulty in some Of.
ich those in er
[
well
filled.
Rev.
J.
8.
Neal,
the
pastor,
has prs
i
th arr Js ghee ro
from the schools: * Begin at once to do,
that it may become the sanctuary of truth,
:and a center from which shall radiate ali

ye

Under this head, Rev. io: H. Ball
sends the following notice :
I will purchase tickets to General Con.

the sessjon will depend upon the efficiency .lowing report :
Maines Iowa.
=
of the devotional meetings, and we design . =
The
method
of
conducting
recitations
‘forwardto a speedy completion. A speIr. “Falmage received over 600 members into }
that these shall be the means of special relig-.
cial act of Congress providing for the hold- the Brooklyn Tabernacle during the month of “indicated that there had been no previous
ious profit to all visitors. We do not wish:
ing of such exhibition has been obtained ; June. This was largely due to a series of preparation for the purpose of display ;
the occasion to be considered as a great |
topics
when
used
were
ydrawif
ilapartially,
bills have been passed in the New York meetings, extending over a period of ten
gathering for pleasures of recreation ot body
Legislature, granting to the Commission- weeks, conducted by Evangelist Harrison in and the questions asked were intended
simply, but especially for recreating and
the Tabernacle.
to bring ont the results of the term's work. blessing
ers who may be appointed, powers to acmind and heart.
We wish especThose examinations gave ‘evidence. of |: ‘ially the improving
quire such lands, etc., as may be requisite, | A curious bitof religious information is con,
quickenin
g: power: of
and the Governors of the several States tained in the statement that the pastor of a studiousness on the part of, students in the Spirit in behalf of Christians and, not
Welsh Calvinistic Methodist Chapel in Cargeneral, and critical drill on the part of less, the presence of the Spirit in eonvertare rapidly nominating Commissioners to
instructors. Every recitation was not ing power for those who are not lovers ‘of
assist the project to a successful terminaWe therefore artion. “Those who are developing the plan
by “the An
‘bodies of perfect-some, indeed, were nearly fail- our Lord and Saviour.
ures. This was to be expected ; had there: range that all the time not takeii‘by the
of the exhibition claim that it is on a scale v Wales. It is used in his chapel.
been no instance of the kind, grave sus; regular business of the Conference and
yWe shall: raise’ ho controversy with the
of such magnitude that it completely

spread so rapidly that. almost before the do the larger part of the work of the
shore

inals.

zeal of mortals is apt to be of mixed -origin,
Pure Christian zeal is quite as rare as other

and

way that is not highly creditable to the church. We know well enough what the
Were not
sciences of the candidates.”
college and a cause of large hopefulness conventional answers of the church will
this the case, and were the young men to
on the part of its friends.
‘be, we know also that heard from the remain uninfluenced by the example of
he finances of the college show no
outside these same answers emit a hollow ‘their elders in the ministry, yet the fact
material change.
Fhe assets, including
sound.
remains that the reform will require about
an undisputed item of 852 ,000 and interThese young men. dévannd something thirty years to reach its victory—*‘ a pas"estdue from Mr. Bates’s estate, are $229,-

tion to people to leave their homes to go
to the camp-ground on Sunday. All persons attending Conference are asked to
bring copies of the ‘* Gospel Hymns.”

‘The San Francisco Evangel ¢ never knew
a convert
to begin with immergion and end
with sprinkling.”
The Christian Leader notices. that Y the

schemeof such magnitude, particularly
those in regard to the obtaining of necessary legislation have all been overcome,

now entered upon a career of popular

fanaticism _ as

church,

BRIEF NOTES.

now pretty well assured. The initiatory
difficulties inseparably connected with a

The skeptical young nian of to-day
grudgingly accepts the gift of life,- and

rays of

:

Randall's grave; we pronounce them
very correct and fine pictures of the orig-

s

independence, is

past, and may probably never be surpass-

less | | with their intense

that can not be explained in any

|

in celebration of the one hundredth anniversaryof the treaty of peace and the re-

istence.

than thirty%ix. Considering the charac- || well as of “enthusiasm. The :memorable
ter of the gentlemen and ladies who com- | struggles after civil liberty and religious
pose these classes, the yeuth of the coli-toleration gre now reduced /into ‘echoes.
lege and ifs position between two other | Almost unconsciously, these young ‘nen
e. 0d and - -welFendowed colleges in the || are asking, What would you haveus fight
® :ame State, we submit that here isi a state for ? - Is life worth living?
= -

land.

on

this can be done there will be less tempta-

Wosts fair in New York in 1883,

arrangements

Com-

“The singing was of the old hymns and
that day. There will be preaching and tunes of the fathers, and was very satisother religious services, probably includfactory, and the occasion ds a.whole was
ing a Sunday-school on the grounds. very enjoyable. .
Sororal pastors in néighboring villages | A word about those stereoscopic views
have requested that their pulpits may be of New Durham noticed in the last star.
supplied by ministers from the Confer- Having just looked upon the vety scenes
ence on that Sunday, and it is hoped that themselyesf—the house and the room in
our brethren will hold themselves in readwhich the first church was organized, the
iness to respond to these invitations. If

as giving..

and the preliminary

the

‘pany has control will land passengers

may be-done in an equally selfish manner, and also each may be done in an unselfish spirit. ‘Withholding may be self[ish and it-may be unselfish, just’ as well

cognition of American

on Sun-

day, and no boats over - which

not3s scholastic or as frivolous as that complete organization are being pushed

The
graduated class numbers nine- | ly, abou such a wish, and.it does not suit
teen, but the incoming freshman class is (his fancy. The old time fires.of martyrlikely to be i
than twice as large, and | dom no longer light the. civilized world
class

of theB. C. & M. R. R., that no trains

“will be run to’ the camp- ground

Australian

| substance
our
for benevolent work, each

—A

ed Randall’s appearance, dress, &c., and and depot cornerx of Archer and Stewart,
remembered him as a good, social and Avs.” We hope for more definite . inforpleasant man, and a preacher of acknowl- mation next week. It will probably re.
edged ability, Rev, D, L. Edgerly spoke quire at least one day extra time to go by
of the church during the last fifty years, Montreal.
and was followed by Revs. R. McDonald, | Letters sent to persons at the Confer.
M. A. Quimby, F. Reed, G. W. Plumer,
ence should be Sddressed
to Weirs
C. L. Pierce, Ww. H..Ward and Mr. Ded= Bridge.
2

SUNDAY AT GENERAL - CONFERENCE.
The Conference Board has the most poditive assurances from the Superintendent

; OURRENT TOPICS.
——THE distinetion in kind between the
material and the spiritdal iis well illustrated in the account given of the bequest of

merchant to the: Roman Catholic church
least was ‘the Commencement dinner, some time ‘ago; ‘the money to be used
« for deliverance of his soul from purgawith its usual. variety of attractions—its
pleasant reminders ‘of by-gone days and tory.” The executors refuse to pay the
its incentives, in the earnest speech of ‘money “until proof is given that the testa:
sincere men, to a better: use of days to ‘tor’s soul has been ‘released. This illuscome.
2
, ‘tration holds good whether or not we believe in purgatory. The final test of a
come
can
college
thé
of
No friend
away ‘from its annual festival Without its religions life is not in the measure of dolcents. Salvation can not be
occupying a nore intimate place in his lars and,
bought
with
silver and gold. It was not
sympdthies, and a larger place “in his
hopes.”
Tn"the midst of circumstances selling all that he had that was. to give
that would outwardly}seem un¥avorable peace tg the.young man who sought out
it has stéadily advanced,to a position Christ, but the following of the Master.
second to none in the State, théreby prov- Both the giving and the withholding of

when among intimates declares with more
and
difference
between Longfellow’s
vehemence fist is characteristic of him
_ “*Evangeline” and Tennyson's ‘Enoch that it would have been far better that he
“" Arden” were also among the’ subjects that |{ had not been born. But he does not wish
were appreciatively dealt with.
[ hims f dead ; there is something coward-

no

> S00

seven thousand dollars by an

old,

getting him ready to jump.

Not the

acter, but they also saw a gratifying evi‘dence of the broader sphere that, is open
the
"
| ing its capacities for future growth if it
—to-woman—int
worthy use which woman is making of it.’ can be fully endowed and equipped for
"We must leave the matter with this men- service. This fact presents a duty to us
tion of it, but are quite confident that ‘| which we can not safely ignore."
3
I
A.
thoughtful people will not leave it hastily.
The week was interesting and enjoy-|. “ YOUNG MEN AND SKEPTICISM.
able. The evidences of prosperity are
hall ‘we face it, or shall we continualunmistakable.
The graduating
class ly took tHe other way and declare that
showed manly qualities, a spirit of investhere is no such thing to be seen? We
tigation, and a gratifying independence.
refer to the spectral shadow of doubt dnd
They are not dreamers. Their orations
unreality which haunts the presence of
showed that they are awake to the -actual
many thoughtful young men of this day.
“life about them. Aspects of the Russian
With them opinions take the place of
question, the condition of Ireland, the
convictions, and utility is about all that is,
Chinese question in this country, the na-

J

one re- | ing him until he is twenty-five years

which are taking tills sehsch, in

spect, tragically ‘memorable.

ok

pre

say, the Lord’s presence was with us, and
\
all hearts were filled with love.
i 1

2”
AL

ey

an

churches

Within

and

Quar-

Several of the A isters are devoting all their
energies to the work,
"Michigan.
el

oo bY
4 Bh £55

Fo

Baptists” and Methodists were present,
“&yhich added much to the interest of the
committees

Rev.J. 8. Warren, pastor of Zion church,

were discussed with a great dealof enthu-

is finding plenty to.do'in the Lord’s Vineyard.

The reports of the

meeting.

Ba,

siasm and some intelligence, and in’ their

adoption there seemed to be a determination to carry them out. They also passed

a vote of thanks to the Mission Board for.

supplying them with help in their annual

Rev. J. S. Manning was appointed

bered.

nce.
their delegate to the General ConfereCoy.

.

Albany

Rev. B.V.
Carr was elected moderator,
Tewksbury, assistant, Rey. W. J. Fulton,

churches without pastors

three

one church,

and four with pastors

once s month,” Athens: <*Several ofthe church~
es have enjoyed revivals within the past year.

Martin Ellinwood, Esq., for the beautiful site’

to

dismissed

been

has

Dover,

church,

One

on which to bufld,and his eariiest endegévors to’

unite in forming a new Q. M. and two, Prutts

Creek, dropped. Johnson

Fork and Sinday

carry the work forward to completion;

of

“A gracious revival under the labors

(Ky):

Minnesota.

Rev. G. 0. Barnesaf Paintsville.resulted in the

Rev. J. S.

conversion of four hundred and twenty per-

them

to the

Staples
South

LE

12

baptized

added

and

church

Baptist

KF.

Side

.

General Conference.

a member,
cents

before

uref by Q. M. Treasurers

:
There will be a meeting of the Freewill

Societies.

Baptist

for the transaction
Winnipesaukee, N.

Bickford Lang Lowell

ige St) Mass
|
Kewanee I11
W A Potter Pascoag R I
Mrs*Mary F Potter Pas-

FF 3

©

and the

=)

Winisterand
s Churches.
~

“Easterm.

For a short timé the P, 0. address of Rev.

Seth W. Perkins will be Dixfield Center, Me.

The church in Hollis is destitute of a pastor,
M. B.1
Address
and {nvitey correspondence.

Smith, Hollis Center, Me.

family, of Biddeford,

Rev. J. J. Hall and

propose crossing ‘he Atlantic this season,
They sail from New York for London, July
Califor10, taking passage on the steamship
* nia”?

.

ao

/

Vermont.

" We learn from the Veriiont Union that a
)
j
g
Chape
at, 17,
ed June
wecurr
an
oecasi
le:.
inal
eujoyab
of
very
evening
Hall in Lyndon on the

to Rev. W. IL. Noyes, the retiring
reception
Lyndon Center church, after a
the
of
pastor
s in
service of five years. The different societie
Village,
town were well represented from the

)J

‘Corner and Center. ~ They brought ‘souvenirs

~—

ofl varied character, the choicgst of all being
During the midst of the

living, loving hearts.

the
entertainment, Mr. Noyes was - éd-up to
the
where
Brown.
8.
J.
l
front by Principa

presentation of ‘$30 it cash was made; accompanied by playful

; Noyes

remarks.

fitting

und

responded happily.

“Rev.

The

Wel filled with
inner and the outer man being
sed carrying
disper
ing
gather
the
good things,
with it happy memories of the occasion.
York.

CRE

Iv looks as if the cause of Christ was really on
the

gain in the Otsego Q. M. notwithstanding
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sons, a large number of them uniting with the
the first of May......Rev. J. M. Haskell has
Rev. T. 8. ‘Williams
«Freewill Baptist church.
recently baptized several’and added them to
to organize another church soon.”
expects
the church dt Mazzeppa, where he is pastor.
West: Virginia Association: * We have met
veess.June 6, was a good day to the Champlin
several discouragements by reason of church, for on that day the pastor baptized 10
with
and disafdistrict
deaths, removals, Jukewarmiess
happy converts in the adjoining
fection, yet during %be past year we have met “where be has/been holding meetings the past
churches
Our
with some encouragement.
year. and gave the hand of fellowship to 13.
have become better united, our congregations
Arkansas.
larger, and we have had ‘several additions by
Rev. T. H. Spencer, dated
from
letter
A
Meigs Q. M.: * Midletter and baptism,”
tosebud, White Co., speaks of the New Hop&
dleport chureh.enjoyed a gruciqus revival «of
They are
Q. M., of four small churches.
lathe
under
religion during the last winter
experienced man to
some
of
wint
in
greatly
2d Carthage church
bors of Rev. C. J. Chase,
spend at least a few months among them, to
V alley: “ We
Hocking
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Yel
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vide ticks for straw and such
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Voof:0 other Mu-

Gems.

News

can not help singing with acceptance.”

Song. |

of ‘English

: Cems

(Mass)

pieces are so well adapted to
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«The

PRAISE,

su
Welcome Chorus.
The
8 By W. 8. TILDEN. Just out.

C. A. HILTON,

North Parma, N. ¥.
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Yearly Meetings.

:

Work on the ‘new F. B. meeting-house at
Riley Center is progressing well. The masons

For High Schools.

iM Professorship.

{Bible school

andy Sppointments.

uf

ville, Sanilac €o., Mich.

:
assistant clerk, === ¥ ir
The Jackson Q.M. reported ‘’a revival in

Soc Jefferson Q

=

its"success when, in reporting a concert latel
given by ¢ Grace Mission” of that city, if ps
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Sold by all Druggists. Price25 cents.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS, wt

Decker:

be addressed to Rev. J. S. Warren,

4

H.

Rev.

18—20.

June

church,

©

has received the greatest number of unquestionably reliable endorsements. that any external
remedy ever received from Dhysicians,drugglsts,
Al praise them as a
the press and the public.
great improvement on the ordinary porous plasJaaagand all other, external remedies.

few months ago is'doing a good work, being
blessed of the Lord.2 © Communications may

&

The Ohio River Y. M. convened with the

Mis Soc Penfield ch.

i

ina}

| Bro. Sifton who came
sustaining cause.

Wehster

Wom
Mis Soc
IntOl tsego QM
G W Knight

POROUS PLASTERS,

work and labor for God and build up angther

a

‘Wom

~~ CAPCINE

to

months

who can make a sacritice for 4 few

7A

“Ohio River Yearly Meeting,

Miss Anna

through this ordinance. Bro. Warren writes,
« We are also receiving invitations, ¢ Come
5000 Physicians and Druggists of good standand preach tous!”
Our prayer is that God
ing, voluntarily endorse them as a great improve-,
:
vA
on all other plasters.
ment
may send some consecrated man to this part |

remem-

meeting-and asking to bé still

Scottsburg.ch.

|

He has now five preaching places including
two churches.
There is a prospect of one or
two more branch organizations.
On Sabbath,
June 13, one person went forward in baptism,
and others are expected soon to put on Christ

ro

All Competitors,

Charlestown

23

Re AL

have been formed. Also, one | Platt © St, New York:
erly Meetings
| Yearly
ing
connection with this Yearly Meetwas
Meeting,
- extending into Kentncky.

veiy profitable. Ministers from ‘the C.

Q

Mis Soc Oswego
M

tubercular

and

bronchial

Q M

3 Li

Give it a trial in your school and you will s00p
discover the secret of its great populfrity.
The

+

to the Madison church.
a
Our cause, on the whole, is steadily advancthe past year, some new

St Lawrence

consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly thanby double the quantity of halon
ect
oil, and the most delicate stomach will no
and E. H,ri TRE ¥6.RX,
it. For sale by all druggists,
>

five con-

ing in the southern part of the State.

East Concord ch

. Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds,

!
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oe
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baptized

Rev
Mrs Sybil Hyde

OIL JELLY.

LIVER

COD

© ' QUERU’S

| verts, making in all 20 baptized and 26 added

held in

Conference

‘The Ministers’

_=30.
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Rey. H. J. Carr recently

Wom Mis Soc Norwich ch

and

Man

for

he
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This Book is Still Far Ahead of

Ed. Soc.T
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Mis Soc Phoenix ch

oil
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Throat affections and bron chial diseases are relieved immediately by the use of Downs’ Elixir.

_ Ohio.
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Linimen: is an external remedy
east.
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: w ester.
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free.
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Never ask'a Dyspeptic person what he wants fo.
eat, but let him take a few doses of Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitters, and his appetite will be all
right. Price 25 cents per bottle.
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sonal salvation,

each year. “Delegates to General €onference, N. Ricks, W. B. Brooks and J. S.
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Manning.
session with the Eddyville church
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Central Association.

and shipped, only
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the Word.

success.

an
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services

The Kentucky Yearly Meeting held

recommended

sinners are

pastor however, | nounced success.”

church and quietly says; ‘¢ There are more
coming.” The Y. M. just held at W. Oneonta]

man to help them in their annual meetings

and asking them to continue his

and

Their

a

sending

thanks to the H. M. Board for

sustained,

ten converts and added them to the Franklin

of

anxiousto leafn. “They passed a vote

well

Congregation and Sun-

Rev. T. A. Stevens,is in poor health and needs.
rest. Rev. Bro. Butler has recently ‘baptized

are

they

debt.

seeking the Lord.

‘usua. lly have. Thereisa decided improveand

the

day-school

ts preous benevolent subjects and repor
The
ed.
adopt
and
ssed
discu
pared and
than . we
preaching was of a higher order
preaching,

ands, are in the hands of H. H, Warner & Co.,
all furnishing ample corroborate evidence that
as a curative, for spécific diseases for which

a

J.J. BUTLER, Tre
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and | paying.

much;

‘monials, not numbered by hundreds, but thous-

weeks $125.00as a centennial offering to finish
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Bavnestord 1
haynes ;

armer:

¢ And when you had the fever, Lizzie, | preteiided not to hear—he was

who ‘wus it that left all pleasure for your | ivg little Mary out.
and sat by you with interesting |

.

sake.

Such walls are growing day by day
Pwixfman and wife, twixt friendand friend ;

‘Would they could know, who lightly build,
How sad and bitter is the end:
Pk

‘‘Seton them

to him for the consequences.” .
Fanny Morris was: made very

busy

by an invitation to Lizzie Monroe's par-

ty, for she had been grieved

; (Springfield Republican.

declared Li2zie's loving heart capable
overcoming all prejudice.
~

4b
=O)

--

We bought hinra box for his books and things,
. Under his new straw hat.
With'a troop of his young compeers,
And we made as though it were dust and rain
Were filling our eyes with tears,

We looked in his innocent fice to see .
The sign of a sorrowfil heart;
But be only shouldered his bat with glee,

wondered when they> would start.

And ours was a world behind.

"T'was not that his fluttering heart was cold,
For the child was loyal and true:
But the parents love the love that is old,
And the children the love that is new.
. Which only growethtdown;
* And wescarcely spoke forthe space of an hour,

~-As we drove back through the town.

BY

The

"in

the

roe's face as she bent over her book,
without even noticing that the April
the

window,

occasionally turned a leaf or two.
i

- Lizzie's mother watched

ing

what had occurred

daughter, who

was

Still Mrs. Monroe’s

“tion kept her

wonder-

to sadden

usually

so

her

cheerful.

fine motherly

from

heard a deep sigh.
|

her,

spedking

intui-

until she

‘What troubles you, Lizzie?”
hiother asked kindly.
;
- +O

the

mamma,” came the pathetic reply,

* “1 can’t make up my mind what to do.
really don't know who is my neighbor.
1 believe I want to do_right, and truly

love my neighbor as Christ would” have
me. Now do please’help me to decide,
of decide for me,

which

would

the

pale

young mother; “bending over her in'the
vain attempt to soothe the hysterical exof

ad-

vancing wheels until they passed close
to tiet,apdia rough, hearty voice exclaimed:

5

Far-

on

his

wrinkled,

sun-

hrows

over-

shadowing kind eyes, she felt that he
was a friend and made answer promptly :

western sky, and 3 some time they had
seemedto be gathering on Lizzie Mon-

through

and exhaustion, and

her eyes rested

clouds were “gathering

wind, as it came

weariness

burnt face, with the shaggy

MARILLA.

be

mich

‘better I think ;” and the young girl looked appealingly to her mother.

sat

by

the

“ What are you thinking. about, dear-

mamma!

mer Raynesford before—yet the moment

. WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR?

:

Ellsworth,

and

once.

She

whispered:

he isso kind to us!”

‘“O

with

White

¢¢ Not sick, sir,

but

very

tired.

have walked a long way.”
‘¢ Got much farther to go?”

#e

asked

the

and

“To Breckton.”

‘ Mr. Raynesford gave a low whistle.
¢ That is four miles off, and

the

little

gal is pretty nigh used us a'ready.”
I know it said the woman with
sigh. ¢ But Ihave no money to hire

a
a

w
ribbon.

+

not a fit person

for you and Sup to associate With P”

side and prick up his

ears

in

astonish-

ment.

The tops of the far-off eastern woods

“ I' won't hear to no such thing!” said
he energetically. ‘Why that child can’t
go twenty rods further!

long with me..

Here,

ini

get

You won't bé none

the

worse for a bit of supper and 4 good
night's rest. I know Hannah’ll scold!”
he muttered, as he lifted the little girl to

- Mr. Raynesford jumped ' out of the
wagon, threw the reins over a post, and

went in to conciliate his domestic despot.
¢¢ Look here,

Hannah,” said he

looking

female

who

to

a tall,

emerged

from a pantry near by at theisound of his

She talked of her

the

rising

sun,

when

into it.
“Don’t

say

nothin’,”

*¢ Very pretty,” he answered,

looking

want of style, and said it was easy to_see

go

i Sidest t Tis sseuniption as Justited:
Troy, at the bottom
of whieh layTe;the LhAit
Tn
e siege of

oo other, attention was called. * The

;
=

tion by some recent events in the Political:
world.
‘Some conspicuous persons naturally

hus.

4i

1

“One would | decided to say what thiey thought, and fo.qy =

said.

i

&

pr-

;
:

~ ‘Because I see somethingso much bet-

of my mind—"

And

she asked, throwing down the flowers,
(and coming round to hig side. ‘“ Oh,

anything else she wanted, but he had

invite

portance

der hands clasped together, listening

don’t know

to

and
her

much: about

law

sand dollars may seem a ‘small
you, but it is my all I”

Mrs.
butter-

sum

bound to assert no constiousness

began to gather around his mouth"and

money

and

were utterly

years

kind

wishes

alone

and

when.

riority.

«I,

desolate

in

by

his side. * Hannah stood in - the doorway
tossing corn to a forlorn little colony of
chickens.
Twenty years had not im-

my husbénd ; and

the

noble

man

- **Mary, you must surely be mistaken.”
“I can not. be mistaken, Walter; I

proved her in any respect—she was gaunt-

footsteps, her face nearly or quiteas sour
as the saucer of pickles she was carrying,
*¢ jest seta couple more plates on the ta-

old

perfect you know; wife—but that is not
one of them. No, I never for a minute

repent being kind td the widow and the
fatherless.”

Hannah

be sure

Jones says he'll

~ ** I'm astonished at.gou,:Job Raynesford!” said his better half in a tone of in- ‘to sell the old place from over our heads,

“Do-I

ing tongue.
“The rays of the noond ay, sun. streamed

no fault 'o yourn!” She shut the papiry
door with a bang that made all thé jelly

but this ve
scene.”

|. ** Don’t. i a tind my-old
mati

>

omay.”

EA2

iL

ive i

ith

tall-ba

h

which no blame is too severe.

And

the

producers.

because

we

!

The

:

One is invited

their

eerdially

to
Join the gang and produce what
he is not to produce,~works.
If he is a musician, he is
invited -to play for the world to
march into
supper.”— Atlantic.

Ein

N

SG

h

and
defend gent, It is a firm, simple
, sonorous
word, and is bound to supplant
“she ‘pretentious, toddling compound * gentleman.
” Rose:
watered literary men, who part their
hair in
the middle and use toothpowder, and
have no

But that
and un-

generosity in a’woman is the natural and eyery-day attitude of the man.
It is a point of
honor on her part to ignore to the length of
falsehood her husband’s inferiority to horself
in this res
i Whereas the fact of her dependence on him
Jept continually before her .
eyes, and insisted
\upon, both seriously and
Jjogcularly, at every
point of her career.— Mrs,
k Oliphant, in Fraser's Magazine.

poor, may

a. Who

misses of who wins the prize:

Go, lose or conquer, as you meant:

But if you fail or it you rise,
Be each and an, pray God, a gent!”

- Christ,—
[

|'

.

“The best 0 men

© —Contributor's Club.

rr

days, when brutality of the roughest sort might
be laid to its charge. It believes in the purity
of woman, the fidelity of man, the sanctit riof
home and the family, afd the possibility of a
With

:

Thate%er wore earth about him was asc flerer;

A soft, meck, patient, humble, tranquil
spirit,
The first true gent that ever breathed "!

that race the seneven in- its rudest

a sense of duty and of right.

r

And what felicitous use is made of the word
-by Dekker, the dramatist, where he says
‘of ~

gar-

“society in which the'passions are control
led

up their noses, bit gent is a

How finely Tennyson speaks of
* The grand old name of géng” !

nished stories from the slums and bagnoi
s or
from the scandals of the divorce courts, but
Anglo-Saxon readers at least should shut
the

rr —

ON MR. TROLLOPE'S AMERICAN HEROINE. :
The most vital element of the American tharacteris that which prompts every American
to ;

say, “ I am as good as you.”

by

mean, not

them the

as You

in

they esteem mere external accidentsand there fore foreign to the argumerft—but they mean

tite to be sated and then to give place to indif-

Its a holy sentiment-on

Ed

Aad by this they

that they are as’ good

birth,in fortune, or jn edueation—such-things

love of man and woman i$ not an animal appe-

ference or aversion,

turn

word that appeals to the intelligence
of the
great masses,
Thackeray understood this per
“fectly when he penned those beautifu!
lines,—

ok

A cynical Frenchman or a much-traveled
adventuress of no nationulity may gain admission

sual was.never uppermost

»

|
-

sympathy with the philological struggles of the

ore

to the ranks of literature with elaborately

:

»

don’t

when these exist, nDeither their
work nor

wom-

which life-long companionship and helpfulness

that you, whatever your rank and acquired ad.

of personal virtae and integrity.

the right to put on aire in the presence of any

The

‘recognize me?” she | Saxon mind 1s not tolerant of infidelity orAngloprofsaid. “I am little Mary !¥
ligate practices cloaked by
pretensions,
He stood in bewildered silence; all “of nor does it find entertainmentsocial
in the
* “And don’t 2

-

other human being whatever: . Not only is this the conviction of every genuine American, but

if he be told that any: ome holds an opposite
garbage
of the slums and the orts of unseemly house- |. opinion, he is. first: frankly incredutous, and
then wonderfully amused. He has been inholds. It regards
as made up of famiwith a tearful blessing. ** And your lies, in which decencysociety
formed that a Duke is sometimes addressed as
is
held
in
esteem,
where.
mother, my child?”
the rose remains on the fair forehead of an in- *‘Your.Grace ;” the information has arfected
‘‘ She has been dead fur years; but it moeent love and
is not displaced by a blister, him as 8 guaint sort: of historical myth, and - - ’
is my dearest task to be th
instrument
a sudden the truth seemed to break upon
him, and he laid his hand upon her head

of her gratitude. - Here is

e

note

endorsed—my husband has given
See I”

- A small spirit lamp was burning

you

to me.

in ohe

of the niches; - she held the bit of paper
over its flame until it fell a cloud of light

ashes upon the floor.
*

Sy

“ Well 9”

SARE)

‘

*

»

is

is Lawyer Everloigh’s ‘wife and 1 bave
seen her burn the note that has hung like
a mill-stone aroundmy neck for years.

hat the one who showed kindness
** And now, wife, what have you to say
brightly through the stained glnss case0 the sufferer was the peighbor, instead cups and. milk pans rattle, while Job with ments of Mr. Everleigh's: superb Gothic about my fingncial fhistakes?” ‘said Job,
of the one who lived the nearest. But ah odd grimace went out to help his, library. The room ‘was decorated with |
guests to alight.

id ba. | Every appirtemance of wealth
and taste:
said he, |.

‘
:
‘ Lectures are like hash,— not
very -nourishing, but’ will do when on e is so
young he
knows no_ better, or so old
he has has no
‘teeth.”
:
5
“If you want artists, respect
art. If you

It was -are $0 be based, and from which spring the vantages, have nothing morally and organicalry. morning I was recalling the sweet influences of domestic life and the graces ly appertaining to yon which. gives you -the
remember. her, lady?

say

days in the poor-house twont be pr 4

.

to amuse
people, he losgs not only his time,
but their re- .
spect.”

opinion is wanted,

her

should know him among a thousand
vile Tubbish from their libraries, Anglo-SuxYou said you loved me this: morning=+ on ideas of society and
human life are not those
now
ant me one little boon
of Zola’and *“ Ouida.” With

er, bonier and more vinegar;faged

the

anything of art he would bet-

ter use his eyes.”
:
“ When an artist leaves his work

respected, employed and encou
raged.
The
world seems to want machines
to manufacture
artists, poets, statesmen and
philosophers; but

of the fact.

an herself is.the first to feel it so.
which seems the depth of meanness

the

who, I am persuaded, saved my life that
night, stands yonder, with gray, bowed
head and sinking heart.”

for life.”

said

°

want ders, but
talkers. . When we really want
art there will
be a call for nrtists to paint, and
producers will
be

“You, my dearest?”

Hannah, that it was twenty years ago this
very day, that I caught that ugly fall

- * 1 wont deny, Hannah,”

good

is well to listen to lectures to
ong's
self the trouble of knowing anything, save
but if ope
wants to know

ecturers,

That she should let it be seen that she

““ Much, Walter! Tanrthat little child!" |

Juné'morning ; #* it don’t seem possible,

man; * But that I've done many things
I've been sorry for—¥ve ain’t none of us

z

.

to produce

country is being overrun with
art teachers and

Itisa horror and shame to all spectat
ors when
she makes any stand upon her moneyed
supe-

they

brought troubles innumerable to the kind. | wide world.
old man.
- 4: But, my love, whathas all this to do
°
“ Twenty years * muted he; one bright with my business matters?”

from the hay-rick, and got lame

me

_ MORE ABOUT * GENT.”
|
moHgplary silence that succeeded this is the supporter
of the hotisehold,
I hasten to sustain, so far as I can,
the posi-appeal. ¢ Walter, come here one minute’ her husband that he is in any way or remind tion assum
indebted to
ed by the Contributor who had
+the
.| her, is a piece of bad taste and bad feeling
—I want to speak to you.”
for courage to speak out in the June meeting

The years ‘flitted by, sprinkling the

And he looked down’ at the crutches

nor artists can be manufag:
as ever they. can be supported

“It seems to me high time that some x
thing

trasted with the reverse case—a case
by no
means. unfrequent, though left out
of account
in all popular calculations. When it
happens
that the woman
is the riihest of thé two part-

to

much

should be dope to encourage

of course, it

from

|

want art, respect artists.”

Let this be con-

ners in life, when the. living comes

'

;

| “It

But when it is well done it

is never thought upon at all.

law

Mrs. Everleigh’s soft voice broke the

saw!»

swift-footed

im-

are a very rich gentleman, sir—five thou-| side, or whenshe ‘earns it] She is considered

alty for scoldin’ of any woman ‘I ever

those

dlitery.

is ignored, it is taken as a matter

that has sheltered him for sixty years,and
all for no fault of his own. They say you

making, ‘but she’s got the greatest fac--

Alas!

the

:

te.

when they do exist,”
“No man can teach

often as much ‘at fauit
will not allow

:
?

work in art except a producer
of good work,
and he’brings his work with
him as a thinker
brings brains and a fighter bring
s fists,”

of the second part in the universal

will be an

books, but it does seem hard that an old
man should be turned out-of the home

in

They

tured;

to earn. In this
liberal and the

proper ‘ sphere, which is home,
but in that
proper. ‘Sphere and at her own
individual
work, all gredit is taken from her,
her exerthons are denied, her labor\is undery
alued.
The only chance for her to rte
work ac.
knowledged is to do it very badly, when
there

**I

and

———

when a woman outside the bonds of marriage

as

‘ Well,” he said in a subdued tone,

ig

as

SOME OF HUNT'S ART IDEAS,
“ Neither poets

claims to be allowed 10 work for her bread
as
“she best can is, that she otight to £0 back
to her

hearing every word. The old. man was
pleading and sorrowful—her husband politely inflexible. = Atslength Job Raynesford turned to go.

humored smile.

head,

necessary

duet._They will give liberally, and
praise freely, but they will not acknowledge
‘ My wife
has as much to do as I have.
Without her
work mine would not have half its
value; we
“are partners in the toil. of living;
and she has
earned the recompense of that toil
as well as
1”. No one will say this, nor will
the world
acknowledge it. What the world
does say

intently as though her life depended upon

ay away, audbe aqgry With me

‘es, mamma,
I know Christ taught

most generous.
men

as the coarsest.

had smitten her, and stood with her“ <Ten-

his pockets, and his lips parted in a good-

charged on his luckless

that her

Had.it. been

which she so largely helped
respect, however,(the most

at the door.”

her cap-border fairly standing on end with
horror.
Job awaited the coming tempest

Raynesford had returned

no feel-

sense

bounty, no right to anything, not even to her
gloves and ‘bonnets, her share of the living

about

head disappeared ; “I shall not bé detained three minutes, and the horses are

she hastened out,
hands

no

work of the>wife represented nothin
g to her
husband, and gave her, save by his grace
and

“Show him in. Don’t look so disappointed, love,” he said, as the grizzled

witnessed this little
the curtains of her
¢ Is Job Raynesford
dollars to a poor,
If he don’t get apiece

his

ected

gl

Position ought to be anything else than that ‘of
absolute dependency.

©

ence and career, The political Mrs,
Grundy is very powerful. The man
whe does not
mind her wili'or word is ““ recreant,”
« dishofi«
orable,” “gore,” “silly,” ¢ fa]se
» He merely
follows his own conscience instead
of her will;
that is to say, he does merel
y what every hon"rable man
ought to do, and the only comment
is a scream
horror, * What will Mrs.
Grup
dy say *"— Harper's,
:
al

her, and very willing to keep her in gloves and

lived

that Fairweather business.”

muttered Job,

with phil osophic coolness;

Mrs. Grundy may brand the
honest scholar

appearance of a child.. He had no wish to be
ter worth looking at,” he said playfully:
“ Do you reall} love me so very much ?”. illiberal--he was fond of his wife and proud of
ing of right in the matter;

:

cal Mrs. Grundy is a very impor-tant® personage. The social
Mrs. ~Grundy’ssneer may ban Edward and his
wife as « those:
queer people,” which is a form
of the sentence’
of exile to the social Siberia.
The religious

besides

when, one day, he actually hears-a man

and where marriage vows are not rated
with
dicers’ oaths.
Society has in it healthful cur-

rents and the substance of a sound. constitu-

fiom,

|:

:

’

serves thas both the men maintain their gravity, it seem.to him.that the world of logic and

reason is being turned topsy-turvy.

Upon this fair domain of our literature these
foreign purveyors of infection—for
Ouida”

has no claim to the title of English-woman—
are permitted to intrude, They turn the gutters into our wholesome gardens, and cast the
uncleanmess of the" divorce ‘court, about our
heurthstones. The rubbish which, in flaring

this

American

because

cousins,

:

girl,

less:as un-English as her parentage;

but essen-

tially and at bottom she is as English as the
Duke himself,.and not American at all.— Ze:

which has run through history in % happily

‘senses was hardly resisted.

has

lay aside Lér re-

Miss Boncassen is a charming

Loo soon.

bipdings and admitted to the parlor-table,

‘human passion was deified, and the rule of the

of our

Mr. Trollope

and her vivaoity and her smartness are doubt-

the last tricklings of that ribald literature £ Spectator.- -

decreasing current from the old times when

We have

idiesyncrasy

publican, irreverence altogether too easily and.

pictorial weeklies, fs excluded, ffom ‘respect
a-

It is

“briefly altuded: to

made his republican heiress

ble kitchens, is elaborated and embellished in

gilt

ad-

dress another man as * Your Grace,” and ob--

ol

|
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DICKENS'S LASTING FAME.

The small pro-

phets who made the small prophecy that Dick-

epa-belonged to the category of evanescent _f-

_ Pruriency and that alone is gratified, and a
orites, and that his fame would decay with
the same time excited and intensified, by
this his. bones, ute sorely in danger of being proved
kind of readjng. Pure taste and virtuous incli-_
in the wrong.’ The enormous success of the
nation find nothing congenialin ityand respect- |:
“ Household Edition,” issued since the au--

able drawing-rooms

should

ag sternly close

their doors ugainst it as they would

against

the characters that pervade it.—. 4. Review
.
FNP

WW

thor’s

ious and political Mrs. ‘Grlundy, and it is “al
‘ways the fear of what that terrible lady may.

death, following

after,

i

;

i

i

|

perhaps, an un--

paralleled stream of editions brought out dur-

ing. his lifetime, is a sufficient guarantee that
there
are few reading households: where the
genius.of
the novelist and painter of manners

THE UBIQUITOUS MRS. GRUNDY. | does
There is a social Mrs. Grundy, and a relig-

E:

Sie
iy

of life, that he | an“ unbeliever.” He may
eny Mrs,
nine upon Grundy’s supremacy; yet it suffices to hurt his
influ

lg
revi
him, as he might have spoken of ‘the

his grizzled head intq the room.
“The old man wants to see you

* Ten dollars!” ejaculated Mrs. Ray-

nesford, who had
episode from behind
milk-room window.
crazy? To give ten
strolling vagrant!

had

If she did not

ideas, in the actual business

JI would'nt like to be left out | dignant rémonstrance. * We might just | however; they tell me he’s a hard man.
Mrs. Raynesford met ‘Ber husband at
one of the other girls had a ‘party, she as well hang out a tavern sign at once 1 mean to explain to him just how the the door at the instant his crutch es soundstands and—"
ed on the little graveled path.
d that Fanpy did not live on our streer, and done with it—you're always bringing matter
J
i
-. * Why don't you speak?
Of. course I
need not call her a neighbor unless home some poor miserable crestur or
“1 told you how it would be longago I” "know
you've nothing but bad news to tell,
ejaculated Hannah, unable to restrain her but I may as well hear at once.”
4
‘
.
Then too, if Fanny comes Sue other, and—" ;
“ There, there, Hannab,” interrupted ‘vexation. ‘‘ What on airth ever possess_ “Hannah,” said old Job Raynesford,
it, and that-would*spoil the whole Mr. Raynesford, “I'm always willin’ to edryou to sign for Jesse Fairweather?” | “do you remember the ten dollars I gave |
that poor, JJoung wanderer, a score:
of
. One minute F thigk
I will do as hear to you when you'ré'anyways reason«I posedhe was an honest man," and "| years
iF
ago y
1, and not call Fanny my neigh- able, but it goes clear agin my grain to wouldn't see an old friend wronged.”
*“ Why, of course I do; d idn’t I remind
next minute I think how un- see poor folks a sufferin’ and never stretch " 4 Fiddlestick ! That's just your caicuila- ou of it not twelve hours since? What,
be. Now do help me to out a lielpin’ hand. ’'Taint Scripter, “nor tion, Job! ‘There, Zeke has brought the has that to do with our troubles, pray P" /
Just this—to-day I receive d payment,
‘taint human natur.” '
AY
wagon; do start off, or you'll be too late principal
ETS lig
and interest!”
“
Well,
go
youi'dwn
gait,
Job
Raynesin
the
first
"
lace
we
|
te
for the New York train!” And Job |
y
hat do you ‘mean, Job Raynesford?”
ford,” responded his wife, tartly, * only meekly obeyed only too'happy to escape
“The little golden-haired.c
d that sat
“end, your from the endless discord of his-wife's rail- beside our hearthstone,that June evening,
mber his own storyof the good { mark-my words, if you don’t’

Jesus

—

able thereth
assuming thatat theh bottom of all trouble

|

not at the roses and geraniums,
but directly work as hard for her livingas he did, then the
at the blue eyes and golden curls of his: the words have no meaning; but so little ‘did
this goed man suppose her éxertions to
be
beautiful young wife.
“¥ou are not even noticing it,” she worth, so little share had she, according to his

witha sheepish air. * Ten dollars ain't " Mary Everleigh never trouble
d her
much to me, and if you don't chance to pretty little head about busines
s matters,
get work in the factory right away, it may Sg she never even looked.
up as the
be a good deal o’ use to you. Needn’t halting sound of old Mr.
Raynesford’s
thank me—you're as welcome as flowers crutch echoed on the carpet. But the inin May!” stant he spoke she started as if Al arrow

to please him.

if

.

Selections,

a large family of small children.

and was very busy with her flowers when
the rich lawyer's ** right hand man” put

When Mary extended her hand to say. a
grateful good- bye,‘a bank bill was thrust

shrugged
ker shoulders, bu
that Fanny was not a high-bred lady. I
made no answer. “ Didn't you say
that she meant that her parents ble, will you? I've brought home a womJou
‘were going up to see that rich lawyer
‘were poor compared with others.
:
anand a little gal that I found a piece beabout
the five thousand dollar ‘note to-!
| Surely, my daughter, you would not low e’en a’most tired to death: They was
ow suth reasons to lave any weight calculatin’to walk on to Breckton, but I day ?” she asked.
“Yes, but I don't s'pose it'll be much
»
with you.”
thought it wouldn't hurt us to keep ‘em
If he'd wait alittle, I'd do my best
use.
«No, mamma, it is not that which over night.”
lif

bor, and I must

;

:

to bring in a stranger to do the wife’s work,
Eyerleigh slipped from her. 1 hughMrs.’s that stranger would-kave ben highly paid, and
arm-with the prettiest blush in thé World, (a very independent person, indeed. But the

were being turned to gold by that wondrous alchemist,

brow.

a

angular

+ She did not give any reason that you
would call very good.

as
terary

=

——

7S
rots
87 she

lodging nearer. In Breckton I hope to steep old farm-house roof with crystal
He obeyed, somewhat surprised; she
obtain work in the factory.”
i drops of April showers, and thatching it drew him into a deep
recess of s tained
Farmer Raynesford gave the seatof his with the dazzling ermine of January pu bay-window, and. told
him’ how,
wagon a thump with the whip, handle Snowsmany and many
twenty years ago, a Wearied child and its
a time. Gray
that made old Bonny drop the mouthful hairs crept in among the raven locks
of ‘mother were fed. and sheltered by a kindof clover he was nipping from the road- Farmer Raynesford, carewor
n wrinkles hearted stranger; how he had given them

so

sonfor us to associate with, and that she
‘does not belong to our set, and that she
| ought not to expect an invitation.”

|

fii

y

;

Mall, shell-like ears, and | He bad been a University
and was then a | Grundy might say. It was a position so un.- | :
waist os tid round IE a | “Coach,” taking pupils. Don,
Some six or eight, | Precedented that
to take it.secmed to the ahi

than
uf
“ni §
gray with the storms of nearly half a cen- ever.
flys «
**
What is it, dearest?”
Aa
=
Ha
;
fulfil the law of Christ, and I thought I . tury, with broad door-stone, overhung by
“Give me that note he spoke of.”
&
- “Yes,” said she Slowly, ¢ and perhaps
| would invite all the girls who are my giant lilac bushes, and a kitehen where,
Mr. Everleigh silently went to a small
you ‘don’t remember that it was just ebony cabinet, unlocked it,’and drew out
neighbors, to my birthday party. To- even in the bloomy month of June, a
twenty years ago to-day that you threw a folded paper, which he placed in her
‘day I was ‘talking with Sue Highgate great fire roared .up -the wide-throated
ten dollars away on that woman and hands. Sheglided up to the old man,
“about it and she doesn’t wish me to~in- chithney, and shining rows of tins wink- child:
I told you them, you'd end your who had been gazing out of a window in
vite Fanny Morris, and says if I do, she ed and glittered at every upward leap of days in the poor-house,
a sort of reverie, an
laid her soft hand
and I don't see on his arm.. “Do yon
remember the
will stay away.
ra
the flames. Such a neat kitchen as it .but what my prediction
is likely to come | little gelden-haired Mary whom. you
*¢ What reasons does she give for this?” was! Mrs. Ellsworth’s heart involuntari- | true. ‘Didn't I say
you would live to re- found with her mother, wearied out on the
|“ Oh, she says Fanny is not a fit .per- ly warmed at the genial sight.
road-side twenty years higo P”
pent iL?”

* And why is Fanny

res

WhO | hand was shocked and ashamed.

10 see how happy we are !
There was a knock
at the door.
4

_

farmer, tickling the horse's ear with the | *‘ She means well,” he said to himself,
endof his whip.
when thie volley of wrath had been dis-

+ No, Lizzie, 1 am ready to help you all
| I can, but in cases
of conscience you his side; and extended
his: hand to the
must decide for yourself. « Not even a mother; ** but
I can not see folks perishmother can decide for you theré with ing’by the wayside and never offer to
safety. But I will listen now, I wou 1d Lhelp ‘em. . I don't care if she scolds the
know why you are troubled.”
Toof the house off.” “Well, mamma,
1 have been trying
It was an oddly shaped old farm-house;
to love my neighbor . #8, myself,

§
3p;

cashmere |

wkLite velit,

Walter, if mamma could only have

Mary Ellsworth\and
grass that bent over the - foot-path was upon the long walk her little girl set out
to'Breckton. Job
heavy with evening moisture; yet these Raynesford went
with them to the gate,
two wanderers clung together homeless fumbling “uneasily
in his pocket, and
and alone, in the falling shadows of glancing guiltily around
to make sure that
the night.
:
id
Hannah was not within seeing distance.

Mary Ellsworth had never. seeri

Family Circle.

)

kind farmer’s face.

drew a long sigh

“ What ails the little girl? Is she sick?”

. L. —Episéopalian.

Here, little

to-night!

est? asked Mrs.

« Oh, mother, mother, I am so tired!”

citement, did not t gar the rumble

And we came to know that love is a flower

J

of

¢ Cheer up,my child, we havé’not very
far to go. Come closer, let me brush the
dew from your _curls.
Now take my
band 2: = = =
:
fo
But the child hung back, sobbing with

Twas not that he loved not as heretofore,
For the boy was tender and kind ;
:
But his was a world that was all before, : -

Y

party of my own,

one, see if these berries don't put the col-

hearth, with her hands in her mothe;’s and
her large blue eyes-fixed earnestly on the

The dew-drops quivered like imperial
diamonds upon the broad green plumesof the corn-field” by the wayside; the

‘We handed him intothe railway train,

ovAnd

—

:

_Alkthe evening liftle Mary

* PRINCIPAL AND, INTEREST.

PS
And a cricket bag for his bat;
And he looked the brightest and best of kings,
Bom

by the

Sue Highgate did not stay away, but

Have laid the wall’s.. foundation stone.

==

in

lift | robe, trimmed

“¢ Nonsense!” quoth the farmer, with a.
broad laugh. “I’m havin’ a donation

:
happy

in the neighborhood ; this more than paid
for all she had borne. -

A slight neglect a taunting tone—
Such things as these, before we know,

%

-

5 0

blackberries,

slights of the other rich men’s daughters. or into your cheeks!”

"A careless word, an unkind thought,

THE SCHOOL BOY.

2 ff
w

young mien wers~Tiving in his house, and of | Of Mrs. Grundy to be equivalen
:
| COUrse his wife had her cares of housekeeping | to subvert the moral laws of tto attempting:
I am4 sure Jesus
the universe.
would
say
she
was my | Said Mrs. Raynesford, rising with
2
.
rather | = * There, Walter>Rn't that pretty ?” she | « much enlarged as to‘make them an engross- | This is not surprising
when
it.
asked, holding up her completed bouquet. ing and constant occupat
is considered.
neighbor.” I will invite her and trust | an unwilling air.
that the politi
ion. She

Toe wallpauud
16 WUT,
cid
“The
pressed
heavily Tonon ore
her heart;
* Her white face showed her misery...

:

is

=
§
hung on the pai eled and gilded walls. But
| THE GRIEVANCES OF WOMEN.
the prettiest object of all—the one which | T wad making an insignificant journey in Helen, and by the last incomprehensible poli.
| calor social,or sectarian cowardice, at the botthe rich lawyer oftenest raises his eyes |.company with a married-pair, between whom | tom of-whieh lies Mrs. Grundy,
i
from his ‘writing to contemplate with
an | there was the most perfect understanding and | The attentionof the Easy Chair has
been gt.
involuntary smile of pride and affectiong=|-8°0d intelligence. The
lady wore a pair
wo
Tord
Ta this permanent and pervasive ques.Sa
hite
K
very shabby gloves, to Which, by some acei-of || tracted
was a ovely woman

Grew more unmindful of his
A bard indifference worse'than lo~s;
hatge in her
. Changed love’s pure gold to worthless dross.”}
For a moment Lizzie was thoughtfully’ eat nothin’ solid! tr
:
The slender
:
>
s
silent, than a light broke over her face as | ‘‘I.was calculatin’to keep,
the. black. 1 he slender
She suffered torturesall untold;
|
she said, + It was Fanny and 10 other. | berries for the donation party to-morrow
,” bright pink

:

-

prod

;
stood Opposite, arranging flowers 10 2 | think,” said he, that I could not afford to buy | What they felt
Hannah!" | bouquet. ' She wore
they ought to do, and when
a spray” of berries, | you gloves.” , Now, here were the facts of this | asked in'blank that
dismay, “ What will: Mrs. Grun..
books and hel ed me take care of you | Said he, toward the close
of their evening | carved of pink Neapolitan coral at her | case. Both
bad
a little money,the wife's share | d¥ say?” they Feplied, pleasantly, that they:
Pe
k to hear reading ?” | meal: ‘the little gal’s so tired ‘she can't | throat, and tiny pendants of the same rare | being,
when you were too sick to he
I think, about equal to her husband's,
| did@ot care a—say, buttén—for what Mrs,
gi
t nothin? solid!”
>
stone

:

He, much absorbed in work ard gain,

~

A

;

—

THE MORNING STAR, JULY 7, 1880,

right in their class.”

agains

;

—_—

'[tencher with every problem worked?” |4in't all just alike
in-our notions, you |
LJ remember now’; how could I forget? | know.”
:
:
:
“Fanny Morris helped me wher the other | “If all the world were liké you, sir,” |
irl ¥
1d not, becanee I was 30 much | said the young widow with tears in her |
£ 1's woud
Bok
A
eyes, *“ there would be less want and |
younger than they.
They

Although they shared one-board, one bed :

A

.

ages of hard problems weree given
youu | apologetic
gi
apologetically,
all as Mrs. : Ellsworth
Orta sprang
Spra
€
’ were scattered Lhhereand : |
| ‘carved rosewood,
5
and 4
class © was bidden to | to the ground;
‘she's Rind 0’ sharp | there; marble vases occupied niches be-|..
ye
:
he | Spoken
help each other, and5 come before
but
the
bo
) she meansThea well arter
rior all.a We | side the doorway,
; and the : rarest pictures

;

%
SEPARATION... ~ “
A wall grownup betwéen the two— * '"
A
strong thick wall, though all Unseen;
None knew when the first stones were" laid,
Nor how the wall was built, I ween.

-

.

=

>
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Poetry.
:=

.
-
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not continue to be appreciated.

Another

test of his growing. influence .is the extent to
which his words and icharacters are in men’s

mouths. After Shakespeare, whom can we
say which makes cowards of very estimable | menti
on as furnis
to hin
everydgay reading and =~.
: on Set Who
woman?”
the Turk | conversation more.apt phrases ar
“si ish-eadi when is the
a-compluigt-n said
ot him, | charact
pe
nid befare
o ers than Dickens tk
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work whith

I could do, butit was

in

nor influence

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1880. ’

to obtain

not gef a chance

others.

to earn my

“The Buffalo Christian Advocate notices. its convicts out to starve or steal?
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committed suicide by drowning himself in
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faith ‘in
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Rev. John J. Allen, uniting with the F. B.
faithful wember
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until tte summons
church triumpbant.

Christian he was zealous, steadfast’ and

perse-

vering, never willing to compromise with evil,
orevil-doers, As a neighbor he was obliging,
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As a companion, Kind,

ithful and true. Bro. Wright leaves a wife,
an adopted son and daughter, a large
circle of
brothers and sisters and other friend¥fo mourn

their Joss,
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ALMON VARNUM died in East Andover, N.
H., Jun. 1,
aged 71 years and'9 months.

LeMUEL

KENNEY

died

in West Lebanon,

Me., Jan. 20, aged 73 years and 7 months.
- Mts. FANNY MALOYED, daughter of“An-

drew and Mary Woodman, of Meredith, N. H.,
died jn Eust Andover,March 27, aged 87 year%,
4'months and 23 days.
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- educated skill and force to meet the se- official alleged againstit. It imparts to Louisville,
She studies, Music and Drawing, receive special atover:
one
a large number of its graduates just the song-birds as it has everywhere else.
vere tests of thése times, no
wasa faithful member until old age kept her tention.
Religious
‘and
thoropgh.
Location
amount of education needed to give them
from an active public life. Sister Hoitt was healthful. Expenses moderate. Send for Catarates.
The papal nuncio at Brussels: has been ina distaste for the bnly kinds of employthe mother of thirteen children, nearlyall of logue. Address, D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal,
formed that the Belgian government has diswhom have become followers of Christ, showdiplomatic relations with the VatiThere is a deal of truth in the follow- ment.open to them ; and it does not even continued
ing that her home worth and influence were
can.
aim
endowing
them
with
the
.
technical
Mes©
&
l
Journa
‘|
the
felt, and her prayers answered.
She had been
‘ing taken from
knowledge needed for the higher profesThe census just taken in Boston shows the
nearly helpless for ten years, although able -to
Pl
I
population
to
be
about
352,000.
=
The
popula;
senger
sions.
fit in her chair during
“the day, until within
tion in 1870 of the territory at present includfive weeks of her death.
5 visited her hoth
Men in these days associate themselves “A first step towards a better arrange- ed in Boston wag. 205,609.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
a few days and a few hours before her departtogether for every conceivable object, ment has been taken in the establishment,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
ure,
and
found
her
sweetly
resting in the
A Boston business nan, impressed by the
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.
°
whether great or small, and partnerships -of the Towne Scholarships in the Univer- Narragansett disaster, offers to teach, without promises, and immoyably standing upon the
VANDUZEN & TIFF, Cincinnati, O.
It
sity of Pennsylvania. The Towne School charge, a class of boys from the public schools
“Rock of Ages.”
Sister Hoitt, had read the
dre the order of the business world,
1y1
4
;
Star most of the time since its publication, and
:
3%
isnot to be greatly wondered at, then, Is a great technological institute,—whose ‘to swim,
taken it for many years.
It was next to the
.graduates
are
fitted
to
enter
upen
some
world
us
religio
the
in
ng
anyini
that when
The Tllifiois suprém court has affirmed ‘the
Bible to her. She loved it, and through fits
—anything in and of itselfa good—is one of the higher and more scientific pro- constitutionality.of. the State railroad ‘law. columns knew what the denomination was_doasfessions,
They
are
trained
as
chemists,
should
The Illinois Central Company will take an ‘ing. It was a preacher and instruetor to her,
contemplated, men and women
NTED TO SELL 10 NEW PAShe Was interested in Missions and all denomi- 3
--‘gociate together and organize societies geologists, engineers or architects;to pur- -appeal to the United States Supreme Court .
TENTS, EVERYWHERE.
national enterprises. * Her interest in Missions, i
Cincinnati's two afterndon papers, the Star
Agent mad ©
for its promotion. It matters not that sue callings for which there is likely to
50 in twodays ;!
may best bé seen. when we remember. her last
|
in
shed
be
a
steadily
increasing
demand
in
this
mpli
another,
$32
in
one a
TRY 13.
acco
be,
and
Times,
have
been
consolidated,
and
the
may
end
the same
work and gift. After her: eightieth birthday
Sole
4
a
united
papér
is
issued
from
the
former
Star
altountry
and,
in
this:
city,
While
it
is
nce
applia
some
some other way, by
she
collected
and
saved
for
Foreign
Missions
@~
office under the name of the Cincinnati Times
one
dollar
and
ten
cents.
She
kept
a
little
readyin operation—that it may “be secur- sought to give them some general litera-- Star.
(
.
Mission box in a drawer near her bed, and she
lily and more economically ry culture, their tastes are formed for
ed more
T
Assassinations are frequent in and about
sdlicited gifts for Missions from her. denominain some other way—the fact that a Soha some active and useful work, instead” of Pera,
Turkey,
and
there
is
no
security
for
life
tional friends who called. Her daughter sent
for
acquiring
a
distaste
for
everything
but
unity
opport
affords
zation
rate organi
or property, the murderers escaping unpunthis gift to Bro. Fernald the Saturday previous
the development,or the exerpise, of { books.
ished.
An Armenian
steward, of Robert® to her death. A worthy example.
She has
Iu
is
not
likely
that
the
city
will
assphere
college at Constantinople, was killed in open
Her reward began. |
one. Her work is done.
some hitherto mnrecognized gift—a
a
sume
the
expense
of
creating
a
second
er life and example live, May the grace that
day.
for office-hokding, efo.—is in’ itself
sustained her be the comfort of her children,
why the new society may technological school in Philadelphia ; and
Joseph Yorks was killed, Moses Ackerman
d reason

by the people
The relief in education

Downs was given up by his

7 APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. L
For particulars addvess the Princ} al,

XI. ‘Don’t hang your parasol on the |
| cord that passes down the middle of the
Miss Lizzie ‘E., da ughter of Silas G. and
A. Wheeler, died in Pawtucket, R. 1,
car. It isn’t a clothes-line. It Jooks like Lucy.
June Tth, aged?®2 years and 8 months.
She
one,
but
it
isn’t:
2
‘was
born
in
hel, Me., where her parents
(From the Weekly Notes.)
resided until the spring of 1879, when they ‘reXII. Keep an eye on the passenger
A prominent’city official recently ex- who calls thé day after Monday ¢‘ Chues
moved to Pawtucket. She was converted six
ago; was baptized Nov. 4, 1874, by: Rev.
pressed his decided dissatisfaction with
ay.” He can’t be trusted a car’s length. years
L. W. Raymond, of Harrison, Me, and united
the methods of higher education suppottXIII. Do not attempt to change a $20 with tbe F. B. church at West Bethel, from
ed by the city.
He pojnted to
graduates bill for any one if your have only $9.25
which she received a letter and united with
of the High School and of Girard College with you; it can’t be done.
the F. B. church of Pawtucket a few months
who have become, since their graduation,
.- XIV. If you want a nap always lie with - since. From her earliest childhood she manino better than educated paupers. A fa- your head projecting over the end of the fested a.true, loving heart, and a firm purpose
ther, whose son graduatéd in the High seat,into the aisle. Then everybody who: to do right. - Her Christian life has been consistent and exemplary.
Her sickness was of
School, still supports him.by - driving a. goes up and down the aisle will smash
consumption, and much of the time severe, but
cart. A mother had two children in Gi-. you hat, straighten out your frizzles, and she was never heard to murmur. Her friends
rard College, and secured their nbminal knock off your back hair. This will keep found her ever cheerful, and, williig to suffer.
Her composure was remarkable. She gave eviapprenticeship to a neighbor in order to you-from sleeping so ‘soundly —that—you
of a perfect trust in her Saviour, leaving
obtain their discharge, as there was no will,be carried by - your station. —Rug- dence
all with him, willing to go or: stay as he saw
opening to bind them ouf, in good faith. lington Hawkeye.
fil.
She was very dear to her own family, and
They are now known to the police as a |
afyvorite among her associates, Her
depart-

couple of the worst “bummers”

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season. |
Fifty years ago, Elde

TIIIS

Apr: 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Catalogue to
pai
:

Anna Fairfield. Quite early in life she gave
her heart to Christ. A few years ago she united with the F. B. church of Patten, of which
she was a member at her death.
She was
wholly devoted to the financial interests of the
church
and the denomination, making every
sacrifice to pay the bills of the® church, and to
support Home and Foreign Missions.
She
was also a true friend of the freedmen, they
often receivingof her means.. She died trusting in Jesus in full assurance of a better resur-

and

you can tell®he children about the

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping

sons who do not patroxize the Morning Star, it principal, with
eight associate -teachérs. Regular
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy: courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
kat the rate”
of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Jelegra hy a specialty.
Best
words. VERSES are inadmissible,
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
Mgs. L. ADELINE COBURN, wife of Def. A. of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Beging August 25,
begins Nov. 17, 7679. Spring
A. Coburn, died in Patten, Me., Maych 19, 1879. Winter Term

relate to him the pleasing little allegory
about the stranger and the baggage, he
will look incredulous and smile down
upon you from a half-closed eye and say it

critical study of suth data might extend
our range of knowledge in this direction.
Any one-who watches the sky for 4 few
time before our school curricufums are
~ evenings ean convince himself that ap | cut
down and the absurdity of frying
to
pearances which seem to the casual..ob~
abandoned. Perhaps
‘server almost repetitions of one- afiother, teach everything
when what is called a liberal education
‘are, in fact, ‘widely different.
becomes possible only to the strongest
ttt
epee
constitutions
the necessity for a change
in
~ Prof. David Swing gives an opinion
may be generally recognized.
of
outlook
political
the Allianee as to the
this country:

mo-

dition of the country and its resources. It is be-

VI. ‘If you are going three hundred:
miles don’t try to get off the train every
moreof what we call education does not
fifteen minutes under the impression that
educate.
The school curriculum has you are there. If you get there in twelve
been’ gradually extended in order ‘to hours you will be doing excellently.
take in the increasing variety of subjects,
VII. Call the brakeman *¢ conductor ;”
until the work which loading the pupil's he lias
grown proud since he got his unimemory with it entails upon him or her form, and it will flatter hin.
has become entirely too great.
The
VIII.
Put your shawl strap, bundle
whole educational system needs reform- sand two paper parcels in the “hat rack;
ing, butt is hard to tell where the re- hang your bird cage to the corner of it,
form is to begin. “The public schools so when it falls off it will drop into the
should be the first to originate it, but the lap of the old gentleman sitting behind
difficulty of a change there is very great. you, stand your four house-plants on the
School Boards are not usually composed window sill, set your lunch basket on the
of persons selected for their educational seal beside you, fold your shawls on the
ability, and it does not seem possible to
of it, carry your pocketbook in one
effeet a reform which they (are unable to top
hand and hold your silver mug in the
appreciate.
Superintendents and teachother, put your two valises under the seat
&rs are not disposed to endanger their and hold your bandbox and the rest
positions by too much officiousness, and of your things in
your
lap. Then
besides, the system is an excellent one you
will
have
all
your
baggage
for them. « It saves labor for them at the handy and won't be worried or flustered
expense of the pupil. If the proud Pupils about it when youn have only twenty-nine
who figure dt commepeements would re+ seconds in which fo change cars. ..
alize in the first few years of their after
IX. Address the conductor every ten
life what a stupendous folly they have minutes. It pleases him to have you notice
been the-yictins of, and demand the hin). If you can’t think of any new quesemancipation of “their children’ from a tions to ask him, ask the same old one
like infliction, something might be done. every time. Always call him ¢ Say” or
But, unfortunately, few of them become
¢‘ Mister.”
4
ir
aware of their own ignorance, and the
X. "Pick upall the information you
large majority can conceive of no other can while traveling. Qpen the window
educational processes than thosg.to wikigh #0d look forward to see how fast the enthey were subjected. It will:'be” a long: gine is goi
Then when you get home

subdivided

The Montreal Witness has a word in
i
- behalfof foundlings :
of
lives
the
save
‘What can be done to

and

at any

2; aged
94 years, 3 months and 15 days.
He
was born in Dublin, N. H., but in early life
Aoved to Cornish;*where he found Christ to be
Pi ious. Here he united with the Bapti 61
church, wherehe retained his church connedi |
tion until death. The last thirty years of
life were spent in Andover.
He was much respected by all who knew him. He leaves an

activity at the arsénal.
The *porte has telegraphed to the authorities irs the Greek frontier provinces for an exact report of the,”number of Albanians under arms, the present con-

beginning to train the hand and eye, * °
are desirable rather than high scholarcol-:|~
our
getat
they
ship. This is what
is a beautiful romance, but he has heard
(From the St. Louis Globe- Democrat.)
leges, and it is well that these are recogit before. And then Soi will put up your
As
the
sum
‘of
knowledge
increases,
nizing more and more their real function
jewelry or disembarark at the next station.
and its branches become more and more
as training schools for the practical
suits of life.

every. particular * has

A revolution miy be expected

laugh:

Never travel without money.

requires

to

he: may

in

showing

ment in favor of the union of Bulgaria and eastern Roumelia. Warlike
preparations are pro-’

conductor or at the other store for $2.50 ;

he won't believe you and

council appointed a committee to
his accounts, which preyed on his

The report of the committee

@bitunries.

x

“The New York fimes on the graduat-

, ing seasdn:

you

mind.

and after engaging interpreters, proceeded to Augir is a graduate.of Hillsdale Colleges Those
train the senses and the bodily faculties. vs keen discernment and profound judg- the
main land, ostensibly to inquire into the wishingto attend this Institution will address
No-one feelings
W. Va. *
pa
In our schools,
and our colleges too, the mentto travel without money.
of the fuhabltantsof Janina and that | Rev. D. Powell; Flemington,
can
do
this
successfully
but
tramps
and
district
relative to annexation to Greece, but it
pupil is mostly shut up. to ene single avAINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
—
Pittsfield,
| din
is thought really to make strategic surveys.
1VA
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classienue of knowledge,—the . printed page.- editors. »IV.
Beware
of
the
“commercial
trav-.
cal,
Scientific.
courses
of
-study
for
both
sexes.
Said one professional man of sixty:
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term
ws
i
Tan
Tih
«When I was four years old, I put. 'my eller.
begins Aug. 18; 1879. Winter term: begins Nov.
.| 8, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880,° Sumheadin a book and have kept it there eyer . 'V. Don't give'a stranger your ticket
°
mer «term begins Apr. 12, 1880. Anniversaries,
since.” A large proportion of those even and ask him to go out and check your
June 17,1880, - For
Catalogue address Ki Bachelglad
who have had a liberal education might trunk. He will usually be only too
der, A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell,
tary.
to
de
it,
dnd
your
trunk
will
be
sq
effectPittefield,
Me.,
Aug.
2, 1879.
PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
say the same. Educational, reformers:
ually
checked
that
it
will
n8ver
catch
up
BRIEF and for the public. For the exeess over
are attacking this defect, but as yet with
HAMPTON INSTITUTION ~New Hamp:
and for those sent hy per- | NJEW ton,
|small results. There is an educational . with you again. And then when the | | ONE HUNDRED WORDS,
N. H. Rev. A. B, Meservey, Ph.
D.

color-blindness, an affection which, is
accasioning increased anxiety, bothin
Belgium and Germany, from its influence
upon railway

its utter

where

the comma
| investigate

you will have to pay for it; no use to tell
the ticket agent to ‘* charge it and send
the bill to your husband.” © And if he
says the price of the ticketis $2.96, don’t
“| tell him you can get one just like it ofthe

The profound defect of our whole educatiopal system, except the distinctively

-ernment, that the too eneral and excessive use of tobacco is the main cause of

TRAVELING

| to go before you get on the. train,

. (From the Springfield Republican.)

Jono) 0 Cbservation and inquiry,
made at the request of the Belgian gov-

LADIES

>=

*a

DEFECTIVE EDUCATION.

during

found;

has

physician,

Belgian

————

Toi

.the use of tobacco:

A

of

effect

injurious,

FOE

1. Be sure you know

I could

living, and

in despair, I stole again, and I am now
servinga sentence of ten years.” Isn't
the lesson manifest? Should a State turn

* _ GLANOES AT THE.PAPERS.

-g curious, as well as

RULES

vain. Myrecomm endations- were from
prison
officials, for I hdd neither wealth

died in East Andover, Apri

$0109 ANY. SHONO0J 00000)

The Wording Star.
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j
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N. Y., until after the arrival of the train leaving Bostonat 6.p. m.
It will arrive in Buffalo

It is expected that a hoat wil run om the
+ day preceding Conference, and perhaps afterwards, direct from AltoprBay to Weirs in con-

in time for the morning delivery, at Cleveland

.|-at 2 p. m., at Toledo in time for the delivery of
.that day, and in. Chicago thé second morning,
- MStrain from ‘Dover, reaching Weirs about
before the opening of the business day and in
1:40 and 6 P.
M. Or passengers can take boat
time for tbe first carriers’ delivery. At Cleveat Alton Bay, at.11.45 A. M. go to Long Island; land and Toledo connection will be made for
all south*western trains; and at Toledo for all
andithere take another bodt to Weirs arriving trains®o Detroit and those running into Michiabout 3.P. M. _
gan. There will also be a complete set of con=
nections with all trains on lateral lines, so that:
FARES TO WEIRS AND BACK, VIA DOVER.
not only offices on the line itself but the-remotFrom Portland, Me.,,
$3.4 | est parts of the West will be benefited, espeSace and Biddeford, Me.,
3.00
cislly points west of the Mississippi river. The
No. Berwick, Me.,
2.35
whole of New England will participate largely
Great Falls, N HL.
d
2.20
Dover, N. H,,
2.00, in the advantages to be gained, and Boston
2s
Rochester, N. H.,
Lio
will secure a saving virtually of one day on all
—
Farmington, N. H.,
,
mail for the West depesited-before-the -departure'from that city of the 6 p. m. train. These
Tickets ready for sale July 17, and go d till
- arrangements went into effect July 5.
Aug. 2."

nection with the 10.45 A. M. train, and 3.10 P.

@

Finance

! i Helos Summary.
>

CURRENT

Charles A. Dana, Esq., editor

Sun, who escaped from the burning

of the,

bout

reaction in all departments of business; but
‘the réaction now seems to have spent itself,

by

‘swimming to the shore, was found yesterday
afternoon in his private room in the Sun office. He 4d not appear to have been in the

and a season of vigorous recovery has set in.
Prices of goods, which were advancing in January and continued to advanee for amonth or

slightest degree disturbed Ly the excitement
through which'he had passed, #hd, leaning

two afterward, have had a rapid and prolonged
decline. To a strong demand for consumption
and by speculators succeeded
an, almost. com-

back in his arm-chair, expressed his willingness to relate his experience as fully #8 possible in the two minutes at his disposal ‘before

starting for his country home: “When

plete cessation of inquiries for and

broke out on the Seawanhaka I was sitting. at
the gangway, just forward of the after saloon.
There were people all about me, whom I did
Jot observe particularly, as the boat was going along as usual. She was not running faster than at her ordinary speed, so that no one

on board knew of any racing.
lieve

that

whatever.

racing

I

do

she

was

with

The

first announcement

not

be-

‘any

ed wildly and widely,

boat

of dai-

dentedly high. During the last two mq#hs mon-

that. the

Captain had done the best thing possible. He
might have run her ashore on Ward’s Island,
but then there would have been a short, steep

beach; aud the after part of the boat would
have been in very deep water.
The
Captain
. could not have=acted more wisely than he did
if his action had been determined upon in a
council of pilots.
Numbers of passengers

dropped off the steamer

soon

after

en off.

?

The Jesuits in France.
Up to July 1st forty-nine French magistia
tes
had resigned rather than execute the religious
decrees.
The proprietor of the house occu1pied by Jesuits in Rue de Sevres made a preliminary application to the president of the tribu.
nal of the Seine,asking that the house be restored to the possession of itsowner. M. Andrieux,
prefect of police, authorized the removal of
the sacrament from the Jesuit chapel in Rue de
Sevres to the church of Saint Sulpice, but a
Jarge crowd having assemhled, including several senators and deputies of the right, the po6-

the - fire

broke out, and before they were actually

driv-

Others remained too long on the burn-

ing vessel. Fearing to be drowned, they staid
until overcome by the -heat, and one man,
who seemed to be afraid to jump, burned to
cinder in sightof the escaping
passengers.

‘When the deck where I stood became

:

A citizen of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, recently
came to this®ity
to purchase an invoice of

lection of the Hon.

Marshall

Jewell;

necticut, for chairman, and 8.

the

pianos for that market.

se-

ative to the purchase.

Arkansas,
for secretary. A meeting of the com-

his seat as a member of the British
commons.—The American riflemen

house of
have se-

uncom-

fortably crowded I dropped overboard.
In a
direct line to shore it was about 75 feet, but

fearing that the boat might blow up at any
moment I swam off from her, and reached the
shore after Swimming about 175 feet.
Many
lives were no doubt lost through the rashness

lice commissiopaire ordered the sacrgmeut on-

ly to be removed.to the small
same house. This legitimist

chapel
section

in
of

con-

im-

punity, but what is good for one is hurtful to another. One stomach showd not be made the rule

Apt

-among steam-boat men

the

Seawanhaka

the fastest one-pipe boat on the river, snd

Captain had no occasion to race with

Robbers entered the apartments

was

Fried meats are.indigestible, if greasy.

CAUTION.

Batter, if rancid or melted, also highly seasoned
food, is very unwhelesome. Meat when salted

loses much of its nourishment, which is extracted

NEY PAD, and
Co., Toledo, O.

meat is wholesome if used occasionally, but freely

snch

as

articles

~~

in

the -air

-C. Farfio in Great Barrington, Mass., early
Friday morning, and stole $1680 in gold.

the

anybody

to settle that fact. He.was a very careful man,
‘toox. We all believe that Capt. Smith does
about the'right
every time, and that this |
time he did
the
very
best thing in the
world to save his passengers. The. boats

icked

up

about

75 of the passengers

und

brought t
to the Osseo. which had, meantime, tied to the dock at Ward’s Island? = *
A Levee Break.

‘ A gang of coin counterfeiters,

JohnDavis, John Phinisse, J ohnBeach, Keller
Beach, Wheeler Beach and William Bowers,
have been arrested at Franklin, Pa.
:
Thomas Reynolds, manager and director of
the St. Lawrence and Ottawa
railway, died
in’ England, Tuesday.
2s
:

‘The boilef
at the wharMof

of the steamboat - Mary

exploded

the St. Louis Hotel in

Minnea-

polis, Minn., ¥ridayv, killing

4

Loss of life and stock and serious damage

John Shargo,

four

t

* the cut-off just above Cincinnati

lanWling,

milés below Hannibal, and at noon it was

.up

An extent of country 40 miles

500

long

4 to 10 miles wide, including much rich
‘ing land, was protected by

and

farm-

cost for the year

at midnight spread like wildfire, but it scarce-,

cases with scarcely nny clothing” and

flee

Macon,

for

al
to

to high
were

lost.

ground.
' It is feared
that
The

loss

the

embankment,

ee

be

. Farmers

their harvesting,
ago. Fyery
team

frais that could be e-

Tuesday night, some

Ga.g

lighted

and almost instantly

mong

the

as a

up the city, shook

from

the

who

sailed

vi

much

for

as beefsteak;

being

ii

The

engagement

occurred between

- were sunk.

Adoit

pode launches

land.” This |

x

the

rival:

Cling harbory and both
Lal

bY

pa

wonderful

WHITE HAIR to

It requires

tf

its natural youthful

only

a

few

:
DYE.

-

applications

to

lustrous

beau-

MANUFACTORIES AND SALESROOMS:*
114 & 116 Southampton Row, London.
Boulevard

35 Barclay

Haussmann,

St, & 40 Park

6t11 lam

here

:

Li

thing

21¢,

fine a trifle more.

Creameries were held

PALMER'S

oo

of the century,

shed-by us, and the prices are low beyond

parison

with the

cheapest

books

ever

the best factory

Large brevier type, beautiful print;

price

eents.

:

Carlyle’s

or Western.

brevier

type,

beautiful

oents.

;

print;

price

three

.

Light of Asia,

John

Hughes's

-

Former price,

$1.00.

price three

Stuart

Chapters on Socialism.
terestand importance.

Baron

JAMES PYLE’S PEARLINE for all uses in the

one for extra lotg. Mediums sell

+140
¥ bush; 3 Ye

Mills

Essays of exceeding
Price three cents.

Il., thé following: Among the sick and dis |
abled; a ballot, taken jn person and by proxy,
~

.

,. 2126

gy

———

HAY

AND

STRAW.

poedy
Address

I

Lu

igh

* Made expressly

for cleaning

ver and Plated

Mary Queen of Scotts’
Life, by Lamertine. Former price $1.25. Brevier

type, beautiful print; price three cents.

. Vicar of Wakefield.
By Oliver -Goldsmith.

_

~ Brevier type,

print; price tive cents.

beautiful

>

Bunyan’s Pilgrim's Progress.
‘Burgeoise type, leaded; beautiful print; price
six cents.
>
.

Private Theatricals.
By"

author

of
+

Sparrowgrass

pica type, leaded ;

Papers.”

ce two cents.

ton,

Small

Stories and Ballads
For Young Folks, by Ellen Tracy Alden; wih
very fine illustrations. Selections” complete fr
her book. Large type; price tive cents.’

Leaves from the Diary
Of an Old Lawyer.
Short stories of thrilling,
laughable, pathetic interest. Price three cents.

Booksellers

.

Everywhere (only one dealerIn each town) kee
these and oug large ‘list of standard books whiol
are selling
by the million volumes, because the
People
jeve in the Literary Revolu~-/
3 Ne
9
:
y

ICAN

BOOK

EXCHANGE. ©

Tribune Bullding, New York

JOHN B. ALDEN, Madager.

5

For Sale by E. J. LANE & CO., DOVER, N. H.
526
;

Ware and for

and

HS

polishing

uged éven by inexperienced

fairly at $1 80

Sil.

‘Glass Mir-

+JPATENT

power

Halls, Depots,

etc.

end size of room.

I. P. FRINK,

expires for which it.is paid unless

{ eow

“4

ge

STAR

persons

re-

registered

letter ind at our risk and éxpense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate thei STATE, ag Sell a8 town, anc

gl ve

both the cid and

order
a change wn the

new address

when

they

direction of their paper,

The Star
goes to pless
pre Tuesday- morking,
nd communications for insertion ought

Elegant designs.

5561 Pearl St., New

MORNING

quest it; and it is‘discontinued
en it has
been more than one year in arress, after due
notice and time shall have. beei’given,
A
REMITTANCES must be made in monsible, or in 8
] ey-grdery or bank-checks if

1, the ‘safest, ‘chéapest, and]
New and

THE

allow it to be in arrears.
Pr
The Star is not.discontinued when the time

‘REFLECTORS

Get circular ‘nd cstimate

N. H. Bend for circulars.

Each subscriber
will pleasg notice the date

) best Tighe ok is ast Storcs, Show
windows, Parlors, Banks, Offices, Fictute. Gules,
ies,

special
Instructions.
given at the New Hamp[. ton Commercial College

of payment on the label of his paper, and not

help withrperfect safe:

“THE GREAT CHURCH LIGHT.

FRINK'S

1s

TERMS :
$2.00
per year, if paid strictly in
advance;
Bs if a ; within the first thirty
days, and
$2.60 if not.
~~
a
bo
. For 25 cents received we will ‘Send the Star
three months on trial.
y

rors, Marble, Tin, etc. It is much more convenfent and effective than plate Ro vders, and ay be

{| A liberal discount to churches and the trade,

at $2526

in.

Munchausen.

Brattleboro. Vt,

.

w eyes are scarce and in deman
at $220 @ 2 40 ¥ bush. Jobbers” Rrices are’ about
bush higher than the
above quotations.
BERRIES. Blueberries sell'at $4 @ 4 50 ¥ bush;
blackberries at 10 @ 12¢ ¥ box; ¢
at6'@a 10¢

Beau.

cents.

His Travels and Surprising Adventufes; Former
price $1.25. Bhurgeoise type; price five cents.

on a8 it contains nothing that can possibly injure
e finest plate or jewe wf or even the most deli.
cate
skin. Its far super 0! r to any other soap.for
BiANS. Prices remain unalterdd And there is a | cleaning fine House
Paint, Statua;
&c.
Sold
steady demand at prices within range of quotaeverywhere. Made only b ROBINSO NBROS.' &
tions, We quote prime lots of
pea beans at §1 70 CO.,
Winthrop square,
on, on
; :
18t16
@ 190 ¥ bush, the latter price
being an extreme

al

of Warner's Safe Remedies.

aut

three

Life of Robert Burns. Wormer price, $1.25. Large

30 Dag *
1 our *
VOLTAIQ BELTS, BANDS,
sories, Trusses, ind ot!
ces, to those su
g from
ervolls Debility, Wegknesses, or
Lost Vitality from any
loause; or to
those afflicted with Rheumatism,
Paralysis, Dyspedsia, Liver or Kide
© troubles, etc. Lor Rupttires,
. Our
Illus
amphlet
Free,
VOLTAIC ELT CO., Marshall, Mio.

|. .

good at

POTATOES, “ There is a moderate demand for old
Jottes and prices 1:
from 40@ 50c ¥ bush for
astern Rose and Prolifics; 85 @ 40 for Jacksons,
and 35 @ 36¢ for mixed
Jots of Garnets and Davis
Seedlings. New Southérn
potatoes
rance from $1
8 250 ¥ bbrJobbers’ prices for potatoes are about
5 cents ¥ bushel higher than
the Above quotations,
which represent car load sales.
J

Sold by In.

place of
and take
the same
sounding

to

is-

‘We send

aa Ts skimb'arc at 8 @ 4c. Jobbers’ prices,
range from one to two cents a pound dearer.
+ EGG. There 18 a moderate demand ‘at 13 @
18%c tor Eastern; 13c for New York,Vermont and
Canada; 12}{ @ 13¢c for P E I and 11 4 12¢ ¥ dozen

ration is.alone attributable
to its intrinsic worth,
In the cure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis
Whooping Cough, .Scrofulous Humors, and all
Consumplive
ymptoms, it has no superior, if
equal.
Let no one negléct.the early symptoms of
disease, when an Afent is at hand which wilf
cure
all’complaints of
the Chest, dungs or Throat.
Manufictured only
B. , WiLBOR, Chemist,

Kitchen as well asin the Laundry, in
soap, is fast growing in favor. Be sure
none of the dangerous imitations having
outward appearance, or with similar

sells at 7};¢, and fair

com-

before

sued.
To illustrate and demonstrate these truths,
we send the following
books, all complete and
unabridged, post-paid,
at the prices named :
:

it clearas the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth

a

revolution

Thos.

4

..

at

successful

&

and, to American readers of books, the most imrtant. Only books of the highest class are pub-

tiful print, brevier type;

THEORY OF MUSIC

There is a fair

Literary

Manliness of Christ.

N. Y.

‘FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.

reduced

The

By Edwin Arnold. Former price $150. Beautiful pring, brevier type; price five cents.
.

dull at quoted rates, with the demand confined to
" Is the ONLY work that teaches’
small lots. We quote Western supers at $325. @
$3 50; common extras at $3 75 @ $4 25 ¥ bbl; medOROUGH]BASS,
HARMONY and COMPOSITION
ium at $5 @ 5 50; choice Minnesota an Wisconsin
(3
extras, including fancy brands, at $575 @ 6 75.
In
a
manner
so
simple
and progressive that it
Straight winter wheat flours are selling at 8525 @
5 30 for Micltigan and Ohio; $525 @ 5 75 for ImdiThay be called a SELF. INSTRUCTOR.
The old
ana, and $5 50 @ 6 25 ¥ bbl for St Louis and Southbefogged systems are too complicated to be practiern Illinois. Winter wheat paten(s sell at $6 ¢
of Music” makes
7 25, and spring wheatdo at $650 @ 825, ¥ bby. cable. ‘Palmer's Theory

ef-

The most

Paris, France.

Place,

!

York,
f

=

| Revolution.

7

“.

:

with a few brands a shade higher.

....

Sold-by all Druggists, $1.25 Per Bottle.
37

York.

Macaulay’s
Life of Frederick the Great. Former rice, $1.25.

restor

1%

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

ty, and induce luxuriant growth, and its occasion.

steady

FLOUR AND GRAIN.

Rule.)

BICLOW& MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New

N

and MORE
GRAY. OR

COLOR and BEAUTY.
17.18. NOT A

Satisfaction.

the popAuthors, Lowry and Doane.
It ! | Sent in paper covers, Post
Paid, on receipt of 25 ote.

life-giving properties to

aded
or falling hair,
QUICKLY
CHANGING

FLOUR.
There is no change to note in the mar.
ket to-day, and prices are easy and the market

and by

"There Were 187 destbd in New York city
for | resulted in form by a unanimous ¥ote in- favoy”

Se FS

materially

of late.

great popularity of this gafé and efficacious prepa.

advices

“tors

in its

-

Considered by many the BEST BOOK by
a
ular

:

Haiz Restorer

for leading articles, and prices
and molasses. Baw materials
quetable change, but wool
touched bottom, and buyers

upon the seaboard have been

2 Now Sunday Sobol Song Bok,

WORLD'S

ten-

manufacturers short for supplies, and stocks

.

Golden

are

dollar may

BIGLOW
& MAIN'S

Mrs
S.A Allen's

in the country, especially for the combing grades
which are wanted for immediate use. Cotton re,
mains dull so far as the spinning demand 1s concerned. and the low grades are unsettled: but
there is a. fair business for export, with European

El

' roads

.®

al use is all that is needed to preserve it in its
highest pefection and beauty.
DANDRUFF is
quicklpand permanently removed.

Groceries

~

Fractions of one

GOOD AS GOLD

Admiration
’7

dubious

prospects.

‘sent free on request.

the complete ‘and

gray hair to its youthful color and

crop

| Library Magazine, 10 cents a number, $1
year.
+ Library Magazine, bound volumes,
ceria,
Leaves from the Diary of an old lawyer, ¢1.
Each ofthe above are bound in cloth. If by
mail,
- postage extra. Most of the books are also putffish.
o jn Joe editions and fine bindings, at higher
| Descriptive Cataloguesand Terms to Clubs

authentic Life of GEN.

A NOTABLE EVENT]

are operating with more confidenee both here and

applying thém to every-day life.—American Rurul
Home.

upward

tig
H. Taylor40 cents.

for women, Dr. Geo. H. Taylor, 85 cents.

-

dency for choice lots. Beans, potatoes, roots and
vegetablés generally are firmly held owing to the
‘with a fair demand
hardening
for sugar
are without much
prices seem to have

- Real enjoyment can be added to life, by simply
studying Nature’s laws in regard to food,

an

L works,
.
Litera6 conte2 vols.
$2.
of the Bible illus., 90 cts.ow,=

Works of Flavius Josephus,
i i
by Exercise, Dr. Geo.

H

Papers, 50 cts.

ol f

Gives Universal

than rg!

scarcity of green feed. ‘The hay ctop all over the
Eastern States is coming in short,and hence prices

oily, disagrees with

state that the attack on Aries was made by
6000 Chilians on the 4th or 5th ultimo, the land. names, Nothing answers like PEARLINE,
and sea forvesco-oberats
. Qnthe 8th, comi
oe ——
OCs
«mpunjcation between the place and other points
.
VOTE TAKEN.
;
in Peru was cut off, and it is thought Ariea’
J8
eut
from
the
State
Journal,
Springfield,
has been captured. on Jhe 2th of May an .

derived

For
gents

July 1.
remains
change.,
demand

the weather is not exactly favorable for curing.
The receipts of mackeral .contingie’ moderate for
the season and prices are firm. Country produce
is generally quiet; dairy products are dull and
unchanged, with the lste downward tendency
chetked by the severe drought, which threatens a

'Wilbor's Cod-Liver 0il and Lime —The

opened betwéen France and the United States.
~The damage by the recent Lachine-canal ac~
$1,000,000.—Lima

Manager.

A

:

bunt buyers did not want to. pay over 20c for
was restrieted to
small
lots. Western dairies are quoted at 18@ 19¢,
of efficacy and étrength attained in no other medand ladle-packed at 14 @ 16c, with now and then
icinal article of its class.
Physicians are well
a mark for with a trific more is asked; fairto good
aware of this, and advise its use in cases’ of local Northern butter sells at 15 g 17ce;, and common
butter at 13 @ 14c. ‘Selections and choice small
pain and inflamation,
The best results follow its
lots will sell one or two .ceuts # 1 above our
use.
8
ATI
highest quotations,
:
'
tl
>
CHEESE, Thete is a little firmer | market, and

probably act in London bein the season Ole Bull and

exceed

)
ante

The English markets remain mactive, with a
downward tendency for wheat, while corn has ad
vanced 1d per cental in Liverpool. The provis.

with

hE

=

i

fécts, imparts to the Bellanodyne Plaster a degree | the best of them, and business

Prominent French citizens are desirous that
‘negotiations for a commercial tredty be recident will

W

probability that these have about touched bottom,

some persons.

Emma
Thursby make a concert tour through |*Boston,
Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
:

A New Fast Mail.
postmaster-general has completed nego-

B. ALDEN,

LH
D, ¥by Col. R. H. Conwell:
First
class in gvery particular. Address B. B. RUSSFLL,
& Co., Publishers, Boston, Mass,
4426

For corn and oats there is rather a

of old crop rule very firm,

ete
Smith's

Coo"

7

Lexion mn, 25 cents,
wgrass

H.

Pad

better feeling - to-day, -and more digposition to
operate on the part of buyers,in view of a little
improvement in the Western primaries, and the

for

of English

Literature,
$1.
Cecil's Bookof Natural History,

Pictorial Hand

- Tribune Building, New York.
. Boston, HI. Hasting ; Philadelphia. Leary & Co. ; Clocinnati, Robert Clarke
& Co.;
; GENCIE
+ Indianapolis, Bowen’ Stewart
Co.; Cleveland, Ingham, Clark & Co.;
Teledo,
ger & Co’; Chicago, Alden & Chadwick in smaller Towne, the leadin,
rown,
Boookseller, only
one in a place.
E.J. LANE & C0., Dove,N,

ceivers are willing to grant, and quotations represent prices paid for small lots wanted for im-

breathed,

Capsicin, famed for its speedy counter-irritant

killed.

passengers

several years and
fore long. Later

y thousand. acres of
Is of wheata
standing corn are destroyed by the inundation.

g¥ariake the

large

miles

Mr. snd
Mts. Ole Bull, Maurice Strukosch
Emma
Thursby,
British Minisger Edward
Tho#nton, Prof. C.T. Winchester, of Weslayan_ University at Middletown,
Ct., Rev. Dr.
Coit and Baron
and ‘Baroness de Thompson.
Booth stated that he should remain abroad

holders of its construction

3 nd

40

Europeon the Gallia Wednesday were ' Edwin
Booth and
his daughter, Dion Boucicault, Jr.,

andit is stillin the hands of the court.
3 litigation the levee has not been reDd for
Gloss
than
50 ;

Br The

of illicit distillers, surrenderUnited States Commissioner
and wassheld in. $1800 -to
the grand jury at Trenton,

sity race at Néew London, Wednesday, defeating their opponents by nine lengths,in twentyfour minutes, twenty-seven seconds. During.the progress of the race Mr. D. Waldo
Lincoln, president of the Boston & Albany’
Railroad, and Mrs. William Appleton-of Bos»
Lon ‘were. thrown from the observation train

red had been in service night and day for 10
included. Tuesday, 10 cents a
@ ‘days, Sunday
bushel was paid for threshing. Thousands of

benefitof the

$20,000,

ara

sleeping-car were overturned, and 13 persons
it. Wo SEE
nl 4.52
SIT
The Yale crew were winners of the u niver-

days, and a force of men was at work trying
hen

over

y

day and was™trown from the ‘track near
Meriden station, Ill. One passenger coach and

other.

will

a little

JOHN

Boston Market.

mediate use.

, Taine’s History

. " AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE,

‘|

J

* . THURSDAY,
and breadstuffs
without material
a hand-to-mouth

BOOKS.

Address

JOHN CHURCH « CO0.,

A passenger train on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad struck a cow Wednes-

The break had been anticipated sever-

‘were also hurrying. along
v
y
three weeks

and

of Stock

$43,103,854.

houses and the earth, and caused the negroes
to quit their houses and pray.
.
:

An entire family, including a Mr.

Freeman,
his wife and children,were drowned.
' No trace can be fonnd of:them or their house.

ot

‘

The explosion’of a meteor “:as

barrel,”

int
. ‘They lived but a few rods below the
where the break occurred. So rapidly did the
water rise that men, worien. and - children
rushed upon the embankment
.;to save them-

:

will reach over

Patrick Brady, aljezed to be.one of the notorious Brady gang
ed himself
to
Shields Wednesday;
await the action of

cut-off is 40feet deep, and the water poured
through like a torrent. The news of the break

' their lives.

was

$5.70 for each pupil.

this embankment.

. ly. preceded the rushing wuters. Families
were compelled to leave their homes in: many
.

Columbia

:

in postage stamps.

demand for Rye flour at $450 @ 5; Corn meal
$1.00/by mail,
:
ranges trom $2 45 @ 2 55 ¥ bbl; Oat meal is sellin,
The water used in mixing bread must be tepat
@ 6 for common to good and $6 258 6 50 ¥ LL
id. Ifit is too hot the loaves will be full of holes. . for $5choice
SONG:
For the price of two or three lesWestern brands.
St
To remove grease.from wall paper. Lay seversons, you can have F. W. Roots
CoRrN. There is a quiet market from consumers,
al folds of blotting
paper on the spot and hold
but prices rule steady at 54 @ 54 ¢ for mixed and
a hot iron near it until the grease
is absorbed.
56c ¥ bush for yellow. There have been sales of “SCHOOL
OF SINGING,”
A few pieces of horseradish root placed among 40 oo, bush for export at 52 @ 52Xc, 0 b. for No - 2
pickles will prevent scum from gathering on the
mixed.
’
aperfect vocal method on a new plan, and
top of the vinegar. Oars. There is a limited demand, and the mara large collection of beautiful songs.
ket rules steady at 36 @ 45¢ for the various grades.
Guilt frames may be protected from flies by
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.
brushing them over with onion-water. Boil threé. No 2 white have been sold at 3%¢, and choice No 3
at'the
same
price;
No
1
and
extra
range
from
41
@
or four onions in a Rint of water, and apply with
‘44¢ ¥ bush.
|
a soft brush or cloth.
:
ere
MILL FEED. There has been a moderate de+Fo.remove warts from a cow’s teats, pull a
@ 17 ¢ ton for Shorts, Feed ahd
hair ont of the cow’. tail, and tie it around the mand at $1550
CINCINNATI, OHIO,
CH
:
neck of the wart as close to the teat as you can
adt00
ling
4
“PROVISIONS.
or
30 805 Broadway, N. Y.
get it. In a few days the wars will drop off.
ORK. There is a more quiel tone to the market
Carbolic acid soap rnbbed on the neck and legs
today, and buyers are not so active this hot
of a horse Wilk keep Away files. The strong odor
weather as on cooler days. - Prices areunchanged,
of thesoap-drives them
off. Take a
cake of
and sales are made within the Tange of our quotathe soap, and rub on after grooming.
This will
tions.
We quote extra prime pork at $1050 e,
1
also give the animal’s coat a fine polish.
# bbl; mess at Sis: p me mess at $14 50;
For a damp closet or cupboard, which is liable
cut clear at $16 50 @
17; short cut at $17
17 50;
to cause mildew,
place in it a saucer full of quickbacks at $1750 @ 18 ¥ bbl. Smoked ribs and
lime, and it will not only absorb all apparent
shoulders at 7% @B8c¥ Bb; hams at 10 @ 10Xc ¥ B®
dampness, but sweeten and ' disinfect the place.
for large and 11 @ 11%c for small. Lardat 7% @ |
Renew the lime once a fortuight or, as often as it 7%c
¥ 1b for Boston and Western.
‘becomes slaked.
. ot.
7
’
EEF. The article remains quiet, and there is
only a hmited demand from the trade and for ex-port. We quote at $950 @ 10 ¥ bbl for mess; $10
A Happy Combination.
Everywhere known and'prized
for
©1050 for extra mess; $11 @. 1150 for family
ades, and $12 @ 12 50 for extra plate.
’
Skill dnd fidelity
in mapafactare,
There are no external remedies of any era, form
Tasteful
and excellens improvements,
or combination that have won-syarmer encomiums or
PRODUCE.
:
from public, press and “medi
profession thap | BUTTER. The receipts of fine Butter to-day
“DR GROSYENON'S BEL
X
Pas: were
ty aod the demand
was
10 means
large. New York dairies sell at 19
, and the
Tuustrated Catalogues
sent Free,
TER. ‘The chemical unison of the
adona, greatbest Vermont at 20¢, with here and
there some.
ly esteemed for its anodyne properties, and the
« J, ESTEY & CO.,

. St. Louis had in 1879, 53 flourishing kindergartens, with about 4000, pupils, 130 paid teachers, and 65, volunteer assistants.
he entire

Several miles has already been overflowed, and «

.

the

$15,194,437, minor $269,972, total

: the water is still spreading.” The river at the
h

down

. Day's

with buyers asking a-greater concession

7;

During June the Philadelphia aint coined
3,781,940 pieces of the value of $3,434,266, including 1,000,500 silver dollars.
The coinage
for the fiseal year'is: Gold $27,639,445, silver

15

feet wide and constantly increasing, while
“other dangerous places threatened to give
way.‘

and

$100,000. .

other.
!

:
The market foam grain
very quiet,and prices are
For flour there is. merely

Oatmeal is very strengthening food when well
cooked; contains much nutritive matter, twice as

(From

rich farming 1apds has “been caused by the ‘submerged by a rise of the river.
The dambreaking of a levee on the Mississippi river, age to property done to in
the city and
near Quincy, Ill. The Sny leevee, beginning
between Quincy and Hannibal, Mo., and end. ing near Alton, Mo., broke Tuesday night at

no

five or.

«~ American Patriotism, 50 cents.

N

the colder the air the moré oxygen it contains.
bY
Greenlanders live upon_oil, eighty per cent. of “jon market is very strong, withnritther an upward |
which is carbon. Buch food would destroy na-, tendency for pork and lard, and prices of both
A Noble Record: near Half a Century.
tives of warm climates. A portioa of the carbon
have sharply advanced in Chicagp. Codfish are
Established 1832.
Improved 1879.
obtained.
from food, meets in the lungs. with the . in better supply and prices are’ a shade easier,
oxygen, supplied by the atmosphere, causing
The nature of the great improvement is
with increased receipts of the new catch, although

persons and

wounding seven others. The boat sunk.
Front and First streets at Portland, Or., are

v

be a

(From the Boston Daily Advertiser.)

fat and heat-making 1s needed for cold weather,
It acts as fuel and the supply should vary according to the supply of oxygen

take

#ny

order, registered letter, or by Express.

Remit by bank draft, money

THE MARKETS. ©

and peas. For brain and nerves, uubolted flour,
barley, eggs, very active fishes; and birds. Green
vegetables, fruit and berries, furnish the acid and
water needed.
y
:
:
carbon,

Robinson Crusoe, illus., 50 cents.
:
Munchausen and Gulliver's Travels,illus.,50 cents.

Stories and Ballads, by E.T. Alden, illus.. 50 cts.
Acme Library of Modern Classics, 50 cents.

J

used causes scurvy, scrofula, ete. Cream is nour-

diet containing

;

$107

Chambers’s Cyclopediaof Eng.
vl 0)
Plutarch’s lives of Jllustrions Meu, 3 vols . $1.50,
-Geikie’s Life and Words of Christ, 50 »_ ats,
Youngs le Concuriance, 311,00
rv erences (pre.
ng),
5
AS Library ofBiography, 50 ccats.
i
Book of Fables, Asop, eto., illus, 50 cents,
Miltows Complete Poctieal Works, 50 septa.
espeare’s Complete
Works, 75 cents.
Works De aate. translated by Cary, 40 cents:
Works of Virgil, translated by Dryden,
40 cents.
The Koran of
Mohammed, translated by Sale, 35¢c.
Adventures of
Don Quixote, 1llus., 50 cents.
Arabian Nights, illus., 50 cents.
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, illus.,50 cents.

geckinga sale on our reputation, we deemit due
the aflicted to warn them. Ask for DAY’S KID-

two gallons of brine in which meat has been saturated, will yield one pound of solid extract or
nourishment, which is generally wasted. The

A

3

Tor $12 80. 50. To

'»

STANDARD

Library of Universal Roawieqfe, 20 vols.

. Owingto the many worthless Kidney. Pads now

boiled and thinned with milk, ‘is excellent for
young children and adults.
:

of Thomas

.

8

to be

" Correct your habit of crooked walknig
by
using Lyon’s Patent Metalic Heel Stiffeners.

ing fat; they can then remain, as long as necessary to thoroughly cook them without soaking fat.

t

The * CHAMBERS’S ENCYCLOPEDIA” comprises the first 17 volumes of our “

in regulating others, and every one should experiment, and observe the effectsof various articles
Many people seem to think there is no danof food upon them, until they learn by experience
which is ‘the best for digestion. The most un- -ger in neglecting a Cold in warm weather;
ut this is often a fatal mistake.
Remember
healthful kinds of food are those which are made
that Dr. N. G. White’s Pulmonary Elixir will
80 by bad cooking, such as sour and heavy bread,
give instant relief.
.
:
! 0
cakes, piecrust, and other dishes’ consisting of
fat mixed and cooked with flour.
i

Articles to be fried shold be immersed in boil-

are received during the month of July, we will su
]

y for $6.85; and in

Library of Universal
Erowledge
andPo thego remaining volumes,
complete
in ther.selves, will be sold separately when pub.
shed.
;
A

Costiveness:
The most effectual way to
overcome
a costive habit. is to take a small
dose of Baxter's Mandrake Bitters before
each meal, and follow it fora weekor ten
days ; the cure will be mild, but sure. *
y

stitution, a healthy stomach, and take much exer-

Animal food is quicker and more - easily digestright in the deputies has decided to interpel-" ed than any other; but it produces plethora and
of passengers.
There were plenty of life-preinflammatory diseases if immoderately used; mutlate the government concerning, the applicaservers in reach; but no one seemed to think
ton is the most digestible ‘and nutritious—beef
tion of the decrees.
of them. So far as I had opportunity to obmore suitable for hard work.
;
serve, the crew behaved themselves well.”
‘
Commencement last Week.
!
Néptishment, in beans, 92 parts ;*wheat, 85; rye,
Capt. Arthur Mellen, of the steam-boat Osseo, which runs to College Point, wag found. +. Last week was the Commencement week, 80; meat, 35; potatoes, 25.
on his little vessel at the foot of Pier No:92
Rye meal has a laxative tendency, often becom-]
par excellence. On Wednesday Harvard grad-East River,
He isa man past the middle
ing acid in-the stomach; vegetables cause ftatu.
age, with a shaven red face and clear, bright
vated 161 young men’in arts, 44 in medicine,
lencyin some persons.
;
J
eyes, Of the events of Monday night he said: | 18 in’Jaw, 5 in theology, 5 in dental medicine.
+ Sago is the pith of a palm tree. Tapioca is ob“ We followed the Seawanhaka up the river |
M.
A.
was
conferredypn
14
and
two
were
made
tained from the root of a pla:
hich in its raw
but a long distance behind. When she was
state is poisonous, but it is destroyed by heat in
opposite Hell ‘Gate I was at the upper end of Masters of Mechanic Arts, The degree of Ph:
Blackwell's Island. Se¢ing the smoke rising
D.
was
conferred
upon
a- number
of
its preparation for market—both are healthy and
from her, I ran toward her. When we got near
very nourishing.
:
;
bachelors of arts.—On Thursday
graduating
10 her we could:
passengers dropping off. T
Soups are bad: for weak stomachs, dificults of
saw that it would
not do to rua the Osseo close exercises ‘occurred at Yale. The graduates
digestion. Cheese is all nutriment, hard of diare many and ef many kinds.
to her, as there was danger she would ‘take
gestion; eaten in small quantities, a workingman
. fire, and there were already
plenty of boats
Miscellaneous.
can subsist on one-half pound of it, one pound of
~ about, picking.people
out of the water. I.did
meal, and one quart of milk daily; they’ contain
not get down the boats of the Osseo, because I |
There was & reduction of $10,214,424.51 in
{HOE
ther were boats enough about her.
every constituent element needed by the body.
the national debt during the monthof J une.
Did I see
anything like a race?
No, sir.
Graham flour contains more fat and muscle ma: “The
deficit
in.
the
accounts
of
the
late
C
ollecThere was. no
race that I could see. tor Freeland,of Brooklyn, about $19,000, has
terial, and nearly three times as. much bone and
Capt. Smith had no oceasion to race with -any
.
teeth material as fine: flour; this unbolted flour,
boat on the East River. It was admitted ‘been made good.

2

No.

:

1
15 vol.
oné sen 5
a club of
A
.
ers, we
0
] allow a commission
of ten per cent. The vol umes issued will be sent at once by hla
and the
ig volumes when completed.
..A specimen volume in cloth will BS sénly postpaid, for 30 cents, or in half
Russla, gilt top, for
$1.00, and thay be retu
atonce if not

at retail

are

:

fo ccordingly
EL
their
infuence
In indueing
we give
special:
terms

lace, where we have no spécial
;
agent (usually the teadin f bookseller of the town),

congratulated upon jhaugurating this new and
novel movement in the piano trade.
-

combustion, and heat for the body.

the
th

0 all, whose order and money

‘ames in

findi

Smith,

st Eleverith street, New -York,

The quantity of food actually needed by the
body depends on the amotiut of muscular
and out-

anything with

" The more widely and rapidly these volumes are scattered, the

other purchasers ot this ob pif many standard publications.
early sabscribers:

to be first class in workmanship}

rices, and Messrs. Marchal &

5§

Price During July, $6.35.

<

$6.25. An AmazOffe
in
r. $6.2
g 5.

given him

ever purchased by a wholesale house

1a.

It is a verbatim reprint of the last English edition, in; 15 beautiful

at wholesale, much to his surprise, found that
he could buy better of this house at retail than
elsewhere at wholesale.
He was still increduthorough’ one; and

;

volumes, clear nonpareil type
handsomely bound in cloth, for $7.50;
e
printed
on finer,
vier pa
8, and 3
bound in half Russia, gilt top, price $15.00. The first ten volumes are ready. T, wide m
Vol, 11
will be ready July 10. The remaining volumes will be-completed by October vif delivery.

sweet and resonant in tone, he tried to procure
a discount from their retail price for quantity,
but found they had only one price, and so
boughs his dozen ’pianos at retail,
‘The next steamer. to Dom
Pedro’s domiu!| ions will contain the’ first invoice of pianos

“HYGIENIO INFORMATION ABOUT
FOOD.
;
strong

comparing this price with the prices

Over 13,000 Pen
Pages.

n

Ameng the wonderful things which have been accomplished for love:
'boo k
ery Revolution, p
aps the most wonderful is. the rep!
uction of this ere:
greatbana lopaedia
Poke AYat he
v Lit.
a merely
nominal cost.:

:

Smith, No.8 West Eleventh street, New York,
offering at retail a largest size seven and onethird octave rosewodd piano for $196, and in

~The-test was-&

Bural and Bomestic,
have a

:

15 Vols.
%

In looking over the evening paper he noticed an advertisement of Messrs. Marchal &

the pianos

ure rejecting the proposed bill 6 to 3.

cise, can, eat and digest almost

.

lous, and beinga first class musician determined to test the instrument
so offered.

cured another victory at Dollymount, Ireland.
——The committee on plenary amnesty in the
French Senate has reported against the meas-

Persons who

He called upon sever-

W. Dérsey, of compare the same and make up his mind rel-

mittee is to be held in New York on the 15th of
Oct. and Senator Blaine is to be invited by the
committee to speak on the Pacific coast during thé canvass.—It is esfimated that the prorty loss in Illinois by the breaking of the
gh Aig ‘will ‘exceed
$1,000,000——Charles
Bradlaugh made aflirmation Friday
and took

door exercise.

‘Chambers’s Encyclopzd

al of the leading Wholetale houses in the trade,
obtained prices, and re urned to his hotel to:

of Con-

ishing, but on account of its fatness, difficult of
ey has been growing more and more
3undant,
and can now be had at extremely low rates.
digestion.
}
Meanwhile the other conditions have been re-.
Sugar is a constituent of every article of food.
versing themselves.
The stock market has
Children could not live without it; it is” fattening,
grown active and all securities are again advaneing; the demand for goods
has revived .but its immoderate use destroys health and appetite; it is heating, and like starch. consists only
not a little, and the tendency of general prices
is to harden, if not to advance.
The summer of carbon and water: Insects, called sagar mites
season is not favoraBle to very:active trade,but
inhabit brown sugar.
°
there is now a promise of more than usual
Articles needed by the body for fat and heatbusiness during the warm weather, aod of an
making, are sugar, “fat, butter, oil, and molasses.
early and profitable autumn trade.
For muscle, lean meat, cheese, oat-meal, beans,

When the

boat slid upon the shore we all saw

At the beginning of the

year jt was working into a state of compara
Te SE , and after a few. weeks was extremely
easy. Then it suddenly grew tight, and for a
short time the rate of interest was
prece-

ger wasa.cry of fire, coming from the for-.
ward part of the boat. I heard no explosion,
and felt no shock whatever.
Confusion followed in the cabin and on the after deck,
women and children running wildly about,and
making a great deal of noise. Taking down a
life-preserver, I fastened it about me, and
went out on the deck alongside the ladies’ cabin aft. There were very few persons there at

first, but it gradually became filled.

purchases

of goods, with” exeeptions in favor of some
classes of merchandise of steady consumption.
The stock market, which is usually an excellent indicator of the condition of general business, proved to be so in this case. A sharp
and long-continued decline took place, not only
in the shares which have only a future and
speculative value, but in the most solid investment securities below the grade of government bonds.
~The money market has fuctuat-

the fire

American Enterprise a Peculiarity of the
Piano Trade.

~corpmittee has

organized for the ensuing campaign by

and

commercial events, and for a forecast of what
may be expected in the near future. THe year
1880 began duringa period of remarkable and
brilliant business activity and promise.
During the six monthg that have since elapsed the
country has passed‘through a sedson of sharp

~

of the

Latest News.

The Republican national

occa-

sion for a brief review of recent financial

EVENTS.

effects
;

Trade.

The close of the half year is a suitable

Describing the Disaster.
The New York Times contains the following account of the burning of . the ‘‘Seawanhaka:”

and

.

the

\J

Conference.

from

tg”

General

79

yf

Fares to

day, including
heat.

ot

additional train will take nearly the entire
mail of the busifiéss'day and not “pass Albany,

[Continued from fourth page.]
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